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INTRODUCTION 
Advances in VLSI technology, computer architecture and the availability of in­
expensive memory chips have resulted in development of powerful but relatively in­
expensive computers. This phenomenon, coupled with the advances in computer net­
working, has fundamentally changed the style of computing. Interconnected worksta­
tions have replaced the terminals that were tied to the central main-frame computers. 
Distributed computing is becoming the norm rather than the exception. 
Consequently, computers are being used in nontraditional tasks such as computer 
aided design (C'.AD), office automaton, and software development, to name but a 
few. In these applications, computers are primarily used to manage the large volume 
of data that are generated, and to coordinate access to the data. The database 
associated with these nonconventional applications will be henceforth referred to as 
design databases. Conventional general-purpose database management systems were 
developed mainly to manage data and access to them under transaction mechanisms. 
Transactions are logically related set of operations that are used to <|uery and modify 
the database state. Transactions, as popularized by Gray in [3'I] have three important 
properties that make them ideally suited for accessing and manipulating long-lived 
data. By invoking a transaction, users are assured thai each transaction will; 
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1. execute exactly once (reliability). 
2. maintain consistency constraints even in the presence of temporary violations 
(hat might arise due to other concurrently executing transactions (consistency). 
3. change the state permanently, once the transaction commits, even in the pres­
ence of failures (permanence). 
It is evident that these features of transaction mechanism can be exploited while 
building a resilient system for advanced applications such as those pointed out ear­
lier. Design processes can be modeled as a set of transactions, accessing design data 
that is shared by the different designers using the system. However, the conventional 
datai)ase and transaction mechanisms, cannot be directly applied to manage data in 
design environments. The wide spectrum of applications, the nature of the data, and 
the long duration transactions encountered are the main impedements in applying 
the conventional model to design databases. 
The conventional transaction mechanism is based on vicju-serializahxlity. only 
vicw-serializable schedules of transactions are acceptable. Vicw-scrializable execu­
tions are those in which the execution effect of a set of transactions is identical to 
that of a serial execution of the same set of transactions in some serial order. How­
ever. view-serializability has been shown to be NP-complete [fi ' l] and is too involved 
to be the basis for an on-line scheduling mechanism. In contrast, another notion 
of serializability - conflict-serializability has been proposed, and is in fact the first 
notion of correctness to be proposed for concurrency control [27]. While several mech­
anisms have been proposed to allow only serializable schedule [18], two-phase locking 
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proposed by Eswaran and others [27] has been the most widely studied and used. It 
has been shown that in the absence of other semantic information, two-phase locking 
is optimal [83]. In design environments, view-serializability or conflict-serializability 
requirement is unnecessarily restrictive. In addition, there are other consistency re­
quirements that have to be considered. We formalize these consistency requirements 
and propose mechanisms to maintain the consistency criteria. More detailed survey 
of transactions and serializability issues are presented later in this section. 
One of the major issues that need to be resolved in C'AD databases and other 
databases used in advanced applications is a model for representing the design objects. 
The conventional data models such as the relational model assumes that the data are 
arranged in a set of files consisting of a sequence of homogeneous records. However, 
in the non-classical applications that are being considered here, data objects are com­
plex and cannot be easily represented in a small number of homogeneous records. A 
successful model for the design transactions has to address the issue of data modeling. 
In the subsecpicnt sections we present a brief survey of the three concepts that are 
related to design databases - data models, the concept of transactions, and transaction 
mechanisms suitable for design environments. 
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DATA MODELS 
Although commercial database systems based on data models tied to physical 
data organization such as hierarchical and network databases have been available 
for over two decades, it  is after the introduction of the relational model [21] the 
area has witnessed tremendous growth. The relational model provided data inde­
pendence to the designers and users of database. The model facilitated the users 
to abstract out the physical organization of data and provided a conceptual level 
for mapping the external world to the internal representation while providing an 
algebra (non-procedural) for manipulating the data. Design applications which in­
clude C.AD/CAM, VLSI design and C.-XSE generate and manipulate large volume of 
data which can benefit from a database management system. However, as pointed 
out earlier, the relational model does not offer sufficiently rich conceptual model 
for non-traditional applications. Implementors of special-purpose systems involving 
large volume of data have been using customized file systems rather than DBMS to 
manage their data. .As the scope and the number of the non-traditional applications 
increase, the need for providing uniform and standard data models (such as EDIF 
for VLSI) design becomes paramount. In addition. DBMS systems and data-models 
are needed to support such applications. A brief survey of data models that have 
proposed to extend the traditional models (relational, hierarchical, and network) are 
now presented. 
Semantic Data Models 
Semantic models were introduced primarily as schema design tools. The initial 
emphasis was to model the relationships in database applications accurately (19, 7. '}|.  
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Semantic models provided a higher level of abstraction for modeling data. Seman-
tically based data models provide the following advantages over traditional systems 
[38j: 
1. Convenient abstraction mechanisms for modeling (so that conceptual model is 
closer to external model). 
2. Economy of expression as the data model itself has semantics embedded within 
it allowing for greater ease of use. 
Increased separation of conceptual and physical components of the database 
modeling levels. 
•1. Integrity maintenance without the explicit use of navigation or intra-object 
connections at the physical level. 
.5. Decreased semantic overloading of relationship types. 
Semantic data models provide convenient mechanisms to allow database specifi­
cations to evolve incrementally. This is because, semantic models provide top-down 
schema design. Most models provide mechanisms to represent atomic types and also 
constructor types. The two most common constructors that are widely supported 
are aggregation also called relationship in ER model ([I9j) and generalization also 
called as association. .An aggregation is a composite object (e.g., address) composed 
of other objects defined earlier (e.g., ordered list of: Street, City, Zipcode). General­
ization construct is used to represent sets of objects of the same type ( e.g., a relation 
Persons where elements are instances of different Person objects). While aggregation 
and generalization are the most common constructors, sets, vectors, ordered sets, 
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and matrices are also supported by models such as the semantic association model 
(SAM*) [74). One of the main drawbacks of the relational model and other models 
based on it is that the data objects (tuples) should be composed of atomic attributes. 
This requirement is known as first normal form (INF). Extensions to the relational 
model generally relax the requirement, resulting in models based on non-first normal 
forms (NF") [1]. 
In this work, we consider an extension of the ER model proposed by Chen [19]. 
The model extends the traditional models and incorporates semantic information. 
In ER model, the two primary constructs are the enlily and relationships. The 
model explicitly supports one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many relationships. 
Insertion and deletion constraints can be specified by existence dependencies. Several 
abstraction mechanisms have been added to the model to extend it [1 Ij.  .An extensive 
survey on semantic data models and a comparative study of various models are 
presented in [.38] and [65]. 
Geometric Data Models 
Recent surge of interest in C.-\D/C'AM and the use of robots in manufacturing 
and mechanical assembly have necessitated the development of models suitable for 
representing physical and geometric properties of real objects. (Currently, all com­
mercial C^\D/C.\M applications are based on customized file system, rather than 
a database management system. This, again, is due to the limitations of current 
database management systems in efficiently managing the data encountered in such 
applications. In addition, the users of CAD/C'.AM systems - engineers - are not nec­
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essarily database experts, to custom design their database schémas, based on the 
(database) design constraints (the normal forms INF, 3NF etc.,)[77]. Several models 
have now been developed for representing engineering data. 
Database support is feasible for three representation schemes for solid objects 
[591: 
1. Constructive solid geometry (CSG), which is a volumetric representation of ge­
ometric parts in which an object is described as a composition of a few primitive 
parts with motional or combinatorial operators. This is the most widely used 
representation in C.AD/C.\M. 
2. Boundary representation (BR) in which an object is represented as a set of non-
overlapping faces. Each face is modeled by its bounding edges and vertices. A 
CSG representation can be readily converted into the BR form. 
.'Î.  Primitive instancing, where each object type is defined as a special instance of 
a generic primitive oi)ject. 
In addition to rapid retrieval of data, the model should facilitate application of 
operations encountered in design such as translation, scaling and rotation, on the 
data. .Another important consideration is the ability to represent multiple objects. 
.An analysis of the models suggested for geometric modeling can !)e found in j ' llj .  
Objcct-Oriented Models 
Object-oriented databases have been proposed by many researchers as a solution 
to most of the problems encountered in supporting advanced applications (e.g., see 
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[58]). Two kinds of object-orientation have to be distinguished: (1) the structural 
approach such as the 'complex object '  in [56] and the molecule paradigm, suggested in 
[10, 11]; (2) the behavioral approach that has its origins from programming languages. 
Here, we will refer only the behavioral models as 'object-oriented'.  
While there has been considerable debate about what features should be em­
bodied by an object-oriented model and the database [4, 23], the issues and the 
core concepts of object-orientation have been well established [6, 43, 44j. The core 
concepts in object-oriented data models are: 
1. Object and Identifier: .Any real-world entity is modeled as an object uniformly 
with its unique identifier which is independent of the values of the object at­
tributes. 
2. .Attributes and Methods: The state of the object is captured by its attributes 
which are objects in their own right. The behavior of the object is captured by 
methods (program code) which operate on the attributes. The methods can be 
invoked only by sending messages to the object. 
3. Class: . \  class is the means of grouping all objects that have the same set of 
attributes and methods. An object can belong to only one class; members of 
the class are related to the class by 'is-an-instance-of relation. 
I. Class Hierarchy and Inheritance: A new object class can be derived from an 
existing class. The new class is called the subclass of the existing class which is 
now the superclass. The new class inherits all its attributes and methods from 
its superclass and these may be augmented or modified in the subclass. The 
subclass superclass induces a hierarchy called the class hierarchy. 
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Data modeling issues pertaining to object-oriented applications are discussed in [9, 
42). In recent years, several object-oriented databases have been built with features 
to support design databases (see [46] for a case study and implementation issues). 
However the following issues remain, some of which are inherent to the paradigm and 
are not e.xpccted to be solved easily with progress in the field; 
1. Lack of common data model. 
2. Lack of formal model such as the relational model. 
3. . \  query language that will exploit the full power of the object-oriented system 
may be computationally unsafe. 
4. .Access methods are not suHiciently fast compared to conventional systems. 
5. Schema changes and change propagation issues are (if) resolved in an ad-hoc 
manner. 
However, it is now becoming increasingly clear that as the technology matures, 
object-oriented systems will be seen as attractive solutions to special-purpose appli­
cations. 
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TRANSACTION MODELS 
Atomic action or transaction is a sequence of logically related operations on 
shared data that preserve the consistency of the data even in the presence of concur­
rency and failures. The two main issues that concern transaction mechanisms, other 
than practical considerations such as fast storage systems, secondary data manage­
ment etc., arc concurrency control and recovery. If it  is assumed that in the absence 
of failures and concurrency, each process when acting alone preserves the consistency 
of the system, then it follows that if the effect of a set of transactions T executing 
concurrently resulting in a schedule 5 is equivalent (in some aspect) to some se­
rial execution 5' .  of the same set of transactions 7',  then the schedule 5 is correct. 
There are several notions of correctness. For conventional systems (including tracking 
databases), view serializability is considered as the appropriate criteria [27, 62]. Of 
the other criterias, state serializability and co-serializability are of interest to us. A 
discussion of these can be found in [78j. Theoretical aspects of the different models 
can be found in [64, 15, 63, 17j. While two-phase locking ([27]) is known to be the 
first protocol for generating serializable schedules, in recent years several proposals 
have been made [18, Mj. 
Most proposals for concurrency control use the syntax of the primitive operations 
of transactions (e.g., read and write operations) rather than the semantics of the 
operations. To increase the performance, several proposals h ave been made fo exploit 
the semantic information in a transaction to schedule transactions that may not be 
serializable but still preserve the consistency constraints [. '{O, 57, 71]. Also, there has 
been some work done to model transactions as operations on abstract data types 
with built-in operations for recovery, using limited semantic information [81]. 
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Nested transactions have been proposed as a means for implementing reliable dis­
tributed computing. Nested transaction model based on dynamic ordering (uses two 
phased locking) has been suggested by [60]. Reed proposed a static ordering scheme 
(using timestamps) for implementing atomic actions in a distributed system [68|. The 
two schemes are pessimistic in the sense that they do not generate non-serializable 
schedules and if a conflict is detected the operation is delayed or aborted. .An op­
timistic concurrency control for nested distributed transactions has been suggested 
in [.36j. In this scheme, the scheduler optimistically schedules operations, assuming 
absence of conflict, and verifies the correctness before committing the transactions. 
Transactions in Design Databases 
The transaction mechanism and models have been extended to model design 
transactions. Some issues related to CAD databases are addressed in [(ilj.  Other 
issues involved in providing adetpiate support for design transactions in a workstation 
based environment can be found in [26j. Several researchers have attempted to extend 
the transaction model to support (%\D applications [17, 8, 32, 49). Some of the salient 
features of these models and their limitations are discussed in detail in Part 4 and 
Part .') of this thesis. Version control and change propagation issues are discussed 
in [20. 12. 401. The issue of modeling complex objects to support long duration 
transactions have been addressed in [.5fi, 4.5, 82]. 
In the next section a brief outline of the rest of this dissertation along with our 
contribution is given. 
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ROAD MAP 
The rest of this document is organized as follows. The dissertation is orga­
nized into five major parts. These address important issues encountered in design 
databases. In order to make the individual parts self-contained some discussion of 
background material relevant to the issues dealt in the other parts will be presented. 
Part 1 of the thesis deals with the major issues concerning the design databases 
[52]. This forms the basis for the rest of the thesis; a background is provided on 
concurrency control and recovery. We also show why conventional database and 
transaction models are unsuited for design applications. 
In Part 2, we show formally the need for different consistency control mechanisms 
j.54j. In addition to the well known view serializability and conflict serializability, a 
new notion of correctness -  co-serializabtliltj  is presented. The need for such a cor­
rectness criteria in design databases is also elucidated. formal notion of internal 
consistency and mutual consistency are presented. We also show how a scheduler 
can be built based on transaction identifiers (Ids) to obtain schedules that result 
in internally consistent and mutually consistent objects. In this paper, no semantic 
information about the data objects are used and the consecpience of this approach 
is that only a subset of possibly correct transaction schedules are accepted. This 
illustrates the need for a better data model which is dealt in Part 3. 
In Part 3, a data model suitable for representing complex objects encountered 
in design applications is presented j51j. A modeling tecbni(|ue based on entity-
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relationship model (E-R) is presented[19]. A complex object is represented as a 
set of tables. The tables arc organized in a hierarchical fashion to stratify the data. 
Techniques that are necessary for representing design data -  abstraction using inter­
face and implementation, multiple versions and instantiation are presented. These 
concepts are illustrated using examples drawn from VLSI design. 
In Part 4, we use the data model and the results obtained earlier to propose 
a design environment and a transaction modeling scheme [50j. The environment is 
composed of a central database connected to a set of workstations. Design data are 
organized into a hierarchy of interfaces and implementation. The hierarchy captures 
the version hierarchy and instances as well. .Analogus to the interface hierarchy is 
the composite-object hierarchy to capture "is-a-part-of relation between complex ob­
jects. The database manager associated with the public database is responsible for 
managing the various hierarchies. Locking modes and conflict table arc developed to 
support operations on the object hierarchies. 
The design transactions that arc invoked from the workstations run under the 
auspice of a project transaction which is responsible for maintaining and enforcing its 
own correctness criteria and can possibly use one of the approaches suggested in [49j. 
. \  transaction management scheme for project transaction is presented along with 
a locking protocol. A type of may-be transactions called hypothetical transactions 
is introduced. Hypothetical transactions allow designers to experiment with design 
objects which may often be discarded, without incurring overheads associated with 
regular project transactions. A scheme for upgrading a hypothetical transaction to 
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a regular project transaction is also presented. 
Part 5 deals with modeling a project transaction into a hierarchy of subtrans­
actions [53]. The model assumes that co-serializability is the correctness criteria in 
the central database (public database) while conflict serializability is the correctness 
criteria for private database associated with each project transaction. The model 
supports four features essential for design environments: 
(1) Conventional nested model based on Moss's scheme. 
(2) Independent commit transactions for avoiding expensive aborts. 
(. '}) Conversational interface and comnuinicating transactions for capturing the coop­
eration between subtransactions. 
(4) Client subcontract or transactions for concurrent design activity. 
The model allows for cooperation between the subtransaction (designers) and allows 
the designer to model the transaction system closely to the design environment. 
We conclude with a brief summary of the work and suggested areas for future 
work. 
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PART I. 
ISSUES IN DESIGN DATABASES 
16 
ABSTRACT 
Transaction management schemes and data models proposed for conventional 
database applications such as data processing are inadequate for advanced applica­
tions encountered in CAD/CAM, VLSI and office automation. The main issues that 
need to resolved are a new transaction model and control mechanism and a data 
model. Design transactions cooperate and communicate with other design transac­
tions. This behavior cannot be captured by a transaction model where correctness is 
based on serializability theory. Due to the multiple versions that coexist in a design 
database, other correctness criteria - version control, internal and mutual consistency 
are also required. In addition, issues such as recovery are reviewed in the context of 
design databases. 
Key Words: Design database, data model, serializability, design transactions, 
version control, consistency. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In recent, years computers are playing an ever increasing role in engineering 
and manufacturing. While programming languages and special hardware have been 
developed for these applications, classical theories of database systems - originally 
developed for traditional business and scientific applications- are now being applied 
for solving problems encountered in engineering applications. 
However, databases for engineering and manufacturing applications such as Com­
puter .Aided design (C'.AD), office automation, office information systems, and soft­
ware development environment, referred to as design databases, have a very different 
structure and purpose compared to business and administrative databases. The op­
erations or transactions on these databases are also significantly different to warrant 
a totally new model for these design databases. Researchers and developers of de­
sign database systems have dealt with the incompatibility problem by implementing 
ad-hoc models and mechanisms with limited success ['17]. Although such approaches 
have resulted in several practical systems, in general, they lack a formal notion of 
correctness The main reasons for the limited success of design database models 
are: 
1. the wide spectrum of design applications, 
2. the nature of design environment, and 
the complex nature of the design objects. 
In this paper, we identify the major issues that are pertinent to design databases. 
We also review some of the work done in other areas that influence the area of design 
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databases. The remainder of this document is organized as follows. In Section 2, we 
briefly review the background material that is the basis of design databases. In Sec­
tion 3, we review the transaction model and show the limitations of the conventional 
model in design applications. In Section 4, issues pertaining to design datamodel 
are considered and other issues that influence the design databases are discussed in 
Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper. 
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ARCHITECTURE 
A typical design environment consists of a public database which is also called 
the design library where design data and artifacts are kept. The data in the public 
database are shared by all users in the system. The design processes called design 
transactions are executed on workstations that are connected to the public database 
through a local area network (Figure I). The design processes are long running and 
several design processes may be active concurrently. Since the processes are compu­
tation intensive and involve human interaction, in case of failures, recovery issues are 
important. Complete roll back is expensive and impractical. 
Public 
Database 
Object 
Vfanaget 
WSl 
•0 0- WSn 
WS 
WS2 (2)* 
0 
Printers 
WSm 
: Workstation Local Database 
Figure 1: Design Environment 
The workstations have their own database (private database) that is managed 
locally by the local database manager. Several designers may work on the design of 
an object (project); also several design efforts may be in progress at the same time. 
Different versions of an object may reside at different sites (viz., public and several 
private databases). Also, several designers may be concurrently designing the same 
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object, from different workstations, leading to multiple versions of the design object. 
In addition to the multiple design effort, design alternatives and revisions to existing 
design objects lead to multiple versions. Design processes or design transactions need 
to select the appropriate version of the required object from among the set of design 
objects available. 
Therefore, the two major issues in design databases are 
(1) Transaction model with suitable correctness criteria, and 
(2) Data model to capture the attributes design object. 
These are considered in the next two sections. 
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TRANSACTION MODELS 
Transactions are a set of logically related activity on data items, grouped to-
gather to form a logical unit of consistency and recovery. In convenUonal data bases, 
transactions form the basis of data manipulation activity. They have three important 
characteristics: 
1. Unit of consistency: A transaction takes the database from one consistent state 
to another. 
2. Unit of atomicity: The transactions are atomic. The intermediate steps of a 
transaction are not observable from outside the transaction. This property is 
guaranteed even in the presence of concurrent transactions. 
3. Persistence: The effect of the committed transactions are permanent. This is 
in the presence of failures. 
Thus, it is desirable to model design activity as transactions, so that data object 
consistency and reliability can be maintained. 
A brief description of classical database model is presented to explain why it is 
unsuitable for design database. 
Classical Transaction Model 
A datai)ase consists of a set of data entities or objccts. Users of the database 
share access to the objects in the database. A set of assertions or consistency con­
straints are imposed on the .data objects. Kxample of such assertions on a bank 
account could be of I  lie form: 
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Available — Savings - Minimum Balance 
Minimum Balance > $100 
Transfer < Available 
The state of a database is consistent if all the database entities satisfy the con­
sistency constraints. The objects are modified by operations performed by processes. 
The set of operations performed by a process is grouped into a sequence called a 
transaction. Examples of transactions in a banking environment are : withdrawal, 
account transfer, deposit and account balance. Each of these transactions might in­
volve reading and writing of one or more database entities. The transaction model 
used in tracking databases (classical databases used for data processing applications), 
1.3.3] are based on the notion that a transaction is an atomic sequence read and write 
operations on the database and hence, is a unit of consistency. That is, a transaction, 
when executed alone, takes a database from one consistent state to another consistent 
state. Thus any serial schedule of transactions where transactions are executed in a 
serial order is a correct schedule since it takes the database from a consistent state 
1o another consistent state. 
However, to increase throughput and performance, transactions are run concur­
rently; this may lead to problems as shown below. 
Let the database entities be {.A, B}. 
Let the initial values be .1 — 100 and B = 100. 
Let the two transactions be: T| = { til:A = A + 50; 112: 13 -  B f 50 } and 
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To - {121: B = B + 2; t22: A = A * 2} 
Let the consistency constraint on the objects be that A = B. 
If the transactions are execnted concurrently in the order (Tj -+ To), then the 
database moves from {A = 100, B = 100} to {A —150, B=i50} due to t |  and to 
{A = 300, 8=300} due to 12- It can be easily seen that the consistency constraint is 
maintained by both the transactions. However, if both the transactions are executed 
concurrently in the order (/11 -- f21 — n2 — r22), the sequence of the database 
states are : {A = 150, B=100}, {A = 150, B=200}, {A=300, 8=200} 
and {A =300, 8 = 250}. Evidently, the new schedule of operations now do not main­
tain the consistency constraints. Thus, access to shared data has to be controlled. 
Several concurrency control mechanisms have been proposed [27, 64]. These 
mechanisms also called scheduler, in general arc based on Serializability theory. Since 
transactions in the absence of concurrency maintain consistency, serial execution of 
transactions or serial schedules are correct schedules and hence acceptable. Serializ­
ability theory recpiires that only those execution sequences or schedules equivalent to 
a serial schedule be accepted by the concurrency control mechanism. 
Transactions send their requests to the scheduler. The scheduler may allow the 
operation immediately, delay it in case of a conflict or abort the transaction making 
the request. Schedulers based on serializability theory use transaction and operation 
syntax to schedule operations. For example, in two-phased locking scheme [27] where 
transactions have to obtain a lock on an entity before performing an action on the 
entity, the transactions have to be two phased — a growing phase where transactions 
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can acquire locks, followed by a shrinking phase where transactions release their locks 
without acquiring any more locks. 
Nested Transactions 
Nested transaction model, introduced by Moss [60] allowed the structuring of 
transactions to improve concurrency and reliability in a distributed environment. In 
this model a transaction is represented by a tree like hierarchy of subtransactions 
with the operations forming the leaves. Moss's model requires serializability at every 
level of the tree and uses locks. Reed proposed a scheme which uses multiple versions 
and tiinestamps to provide concurrency control [68j. In Reed's scheme objects are 
represented by a history of object versions. Access to the objects (read and write) 
are allowed based on the operation type and the timestamp values associated with 
the transactions and the data objects. 
However, models based on serializability theory have been found to be too restric­
tive j. 'Jôj. In addition, determination of serializability was shown to be NP-complete 
[64]. Several models based on transaction semantics have been proposed, which im­
proved on the class of schedules accepted by serial schedulers. Garcia-molina(30] pro­
posed a scheme were serializability can be relaxed leading to non-serializable schedules 
that preserved consistency. Another paradigm for concurrency control in databases 
exploit semantic information in transactions and using consistency constraints on 
the data entities, schedule operations that may not be serializable, but still maintain 
consistency. Lynch [57! proposed a nested transaction model based on Multi-level 
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Atomicity where transactions are partitioned into classes based on break-points, and 
an hierarchy of these classes are established. Users within a class were allowed to 
have a higher degree of interleaving compared to transactions outside the class. While 
such models allow a richer class of schedules than those based on serializability the­
ory, they have two serious drawbacks. First, they are not modular: a modification 
of one component in the system (e.g., addition of a transaction class) necessitated 
the restructuring of the entire system. Second, they require the users to provide 
substantial information to the system such as breakpoint specification. In addition, 
in such systems, the burden of proving the correctness of the resulting schedules rests 
on the programmer/user. 
In the models discussed above, if an operation of a transaction is found to leave 
the database in an inconsistent state, the scheduler aborts the transaction undoing 
the effects of all the operations performed by the aborted transaction. This is called 
rollback or backward recovery. 
These models, developed for business applications are unsuitable for design 
databases: they are either too restrictive or they do not consider the requirements of 
the design databases as explained in section on correctness criteria. 
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DATA MODELS 
For an efficient implementation of a CAD/CAM database, a data model capable 
of representing the design object in a convenient form, suitable for easy manipulation 
is imperetive. A design object is a set of attribute values that is treated as a single 
entity at some level of abstraction in a design environment. The attributes themselves 
may be atomic (elementary data type such as integer, character), or a set of other 
attribute values. For example, a VLSI circuit can be treated as a design object, 
which is in turn composed of other basic circuits. A complex design object may be 
designed in stages using simpler objects. A designer may design the l)asic building 
blocks which can then be used in the design of more complex objects. This approach, 
called bottom-up design, is natural and is prevalent in design environments. Thus 
the representation of design objects have to be stratified- allowing for access and 
manipulation of data at different levels of abstraction. 
Inadequacy of Conventional Data Models 
Design objects cannot be represented by a simple scheme used in conventional 
databases such as the relational model with tuples of atomic attributes (First Normal 
form or INF). .Another problem associated with the relational model is the lack of a 
suitable mechanism to capture hierarchically structured data that are often encoun­
tered in advanced database applications such as (!AD/C.AM. 
The inability of the relational model, in its current form, to capture complex 
objects is one of the limitations of the model. Several extensions have been proposed 
to the relational model [.')(), 22|. Researchers have also attempted to model complex 
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objects using E-R modeling technique [Chen] in which the complex object can be 
decomposed into a hierarchy of relations [10]. Other attempts at modeling complex 
objects include non-first normal forms (NF^) [2] and object-oriented approaches. 
Those approaches tend to reduce the semantic gap between the data model and the 
world that is being modeled. In recent years object-oriented programming has been 
receiving considerable attention. Several object-oriented databases have either been 
built or under development [Orion, Iris, Gemstonej. Object-oriented approach ap­
pears to offer some advantages over other models (.58). Although there is considerable 
experimental work in the area of object-oriented databases and the field is rapidly 
evolving, two important issues remain: (1) the lack of a common data model, and 
(2) the lack of formal foundation unlike the relational model [4]. 
Issues in Data Modeling 
The data involved in processes under our consideration include the following 
forms: textual data in the forms of manuals, specifications, schedules, project and 
process plans, numeric data from analytic experiments and calculations, fornnilas and 
part geometries, and graphic data in the form of drawings, sketches and technical 
documentation. These data have to be mapped to entities or elements that can be 
maintained in a database. Such mapping of objects to elements of a conventional 
database model (relational, network or hierarchical) is difficult at best and in general 
impossible. The issues that need to be considered in the design/selection of a suitable 
data model are listed below. 
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1. Complex Objects: The design artifacts usually are composed of a collection of 
heterogeneous records which together represent the design artifact - a complex 
object. The set of records cannot be conveniently represented by a small set of 
homogeneous records or tables of tuples as in the case of conventional database 
entities. 
2. Composite Objects: Composite objects are complex design objects formed by 
integrating simpler objects that are defined independently, resulting in a compo­
sition hierarchy. The data model should facilitate the creation and maintenance 
of such a composition hierarchy. Note that all composite objects are complex 
objects as well. 
3. Sharability of Objects: For practical considerations such as economy, efficiency 
of design effort and storage, composite objects are designed using components 
that are defined and available in a design database accessible for designers. The 
components in the library are shared by all designers. The model should facil­
itate such sharing. In addition, a composite object might use several instances 
of an object in its design. Therefore, during representation, such redundancy 
needs to be avoided. 
I. Multiple Versions: Typical design processes involve creation and testing of mul­
tiple versions - both as design alternatives and as revisions to existing design. 
Thus several versions may exist for each 'object type'. The data model should 
facilitate the creation and maintenance of such a composition hierarchy. 
Abstraction Hierarchy: In a system where there are users at different levels 
with different views of the data, a hierarchy of data abstraction is essential for 
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the users to access and manipulate the objects. In addition to the ease of use in 
handling and managing the complex data, an abstraction hierarchy allows for 
the stability of the system. Each abstraction level acts as a firewall for changes 
in the data as they evolve - which is often the case in a design database where 
ail changes at lower level may not propagate up in the data hierarchy. 
6. Operations on Objects: The operations on the design objects also pose some 
problems. The complex objects may have to be retrieved and manipulated as 
a whole or a part of the object may be modified. In both cases, the data model 
should facilitate I  he operations efficiently. 
7. Multiple Representation: .\n object may have different interpretations in dif­
ferent "views'; for example a circuit diagram could be viewed as a set of con­
nectivity information or a graphic layout, depending on the environment. 
8. Restructuring /Schema Change: The design objects are usually dynamic; apart 
from the changes in their attribute values, they undergo frequent structural 
changes as well. Thus, this may necessitate restructuring of the data orga­
nization. In conventional databases, this is similar to changing the schema 
definitions. In Object-oriented systems, this is ecpiivalent to changing the class 
object. The model should not only facilitate online changes to the object struc­
ture, but also propagate the changes to other objects that might be influenced 
by the change. This is called schema evolution and change propagation. These 
issues in object-oriented systems are discussed in [!)]. 
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CORRECTNESS CRITERIA 
Serializability has been found to be too restrictive. However, some control over 
the transactions have to be maintained to preserve object consistency. In particular, 
due to the presence of multiple versions of design objects, all of which are correct at 
any given time, several other issues arise. These are discussed below. 
We assume that all transactions when operating independently read version con­
sistent objects and create version consistent objects. While view-serializability has 
been the approach taken by schemes based on object checkin/checkout protocols, 
we maintain that co-serializability (called 7-*-serializability in [78]) is sufficient for 
maintaining design database consistency. 
View Serializability and Co-serializability 
View-serializability is the correctness criteria enforced by conventional schedulers 
in tracking databases. Let T - {tj ... t^j } be the set of committed transactions in 
a schedule S. The schedule S is view-serializable if and only if there exists a serial 
schedule S' composed of transactions on T such that each transaction Ç T reads 
and writes the same values in both S and 
While view-serializability is necessary for tracking databases (used for maintain­
ing a track of data values), as argued earlier, it is too restrictive for design applica­
tions. Design applications generally involve generation of several alternate designs, 
possibly simultaneously, until the final design is obtained. Thus the design t ran sac-
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Figure 2: History Graph: HG 
tions can be represented by a history graph HG as shown in Figure 2, where an arc 
(tj, tj) denotes the dependency relation between the transactions. 
In the history graph HG, Iq is the initial transaction which initializes the database 
and ti2 is the final transaction which chooses to use the values generated by tg. The 
design objects generated by transactions in {tg, tg, tjg» t^^} are not used and can 
now be discarded. To ensure correctness of transaction t^g, it is sufficient to maintain 
serializability only for the set of transactions that influences it; that is for T' = { tQ, 
tl, ^2, k' tg, ti2}. 
Let P be a subset of T = {tg, tn}. A schedule S of transactions in T is 
P-serializable if the values read ( and hence written) by the transactions in P are 
the same as those in a serial schedule S' involving the same set of transactions T [78]. 
Definition : A schedule S of transactions in T = { t Q ,  . . . ,  t n }  is co-serializable if 
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it is tj-serializable for all tj 6 T. 
Co-scrializability can be achieved by a two-step protocol where all reads of a 
transaction are performed before writes. Thus by requiring the transactions to write 
objects into the public database as the last step before 'commit' **. 
Version Control 
The recent surge of interest in computer aided design (CAD) and other related 
areas has resulted in several proposals that address the issue of version control [.'3!), 12, 
79. 201. In most of the suggested models, distinction is made between two instances 
of an object: the released version residing in the public database, and the working 
version that is being derived by a transaction. A comprehensive discussion of the 
issues related to version control is presented in [20). However, other models consider 
only those issues restricted to change notification or propagation while in [70] change 
propagation is not considered. Design processes involve creation and manipulation of 
several versions of design objects. Therefore version control is an important function 
that has to be supported by a design database. There are several issues pertaining to 
the problem of version control. The three most important problems are listed below: 
1. internal consistency, 
2. mutual consistency, and 
3. referencing and dereferencing (binding of object to the name). 
Since these issues are paramount in design databases, we will now describe them in 
greater detail. 
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Internal Consistency 
In design databases, the design objects are maintained by a central database. 
Transactions (design applications) access these objects and use them to 'derive' other 
complex objects. Since complex design efforts are often iterative, other transactions 
may read data objects and redefine (refine) them creating alternate versions. Also, 
transactions using different design principles/techniques may be used concurrently to 
develop alternate versions of which only one may be used in the final design. There­
fore. one can envision a history of versions associated with each object. Since several 
versions exist for each object, during derivation of a complex object, only consistent 
versions of objects need to be used. Informally, internal consistency deals with re­
stricting the set of objects read or used during the derivation of an object. 
Consider for example, the process of compiling a book consisting of several chap­
ters, each of which is written by a different author. Each section of the book — the 
chapters, the contents, the bibliography etc., represent derived objects. The compi­
lation of the bibliography and the content section arc derived by transactions that 
use all the chapters in the book to obtain the necessary information. If one of the 
chapters, say Chapter 2, is modified by its author, by addition or deletion of some 
sections, resulting in a new Chapter 2\ the other sections of the book, (in particular, 
the contents and the bibliography) become incompatible with the new Chapter 2'. 
Unless the contents and the bibliography sections are reclerived to reflect I  he changes 
in Chapter 2. the compilation of the book should not include the new version of 
Chapter 2, as it is not compatible with the rest of the book. Note that under conven­
tional schemes the latest values would have been used during the derivation of the 
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book including the new Chapter 2' leading to inconsistent final object. 
Version control mechanisms enforce such constraints generally encountered in 
design database applications. None of the existing schemes have an automatic ver­
sion control; they require explicit control information from the users. This requires 
the user to keep track of the different versions of all the data objects that are being 
used, placing considerable burden on the user. 
Mutual Consistency 
The issue of mutual consistency deals with the generation of a set of internally 
consistent objects, and hence can be considered as the dual to internal consistency 
problem. This issue has been discussed in literature as change propagation or change 
notification. Most of the literature available treat only this aspect of version control. 
In design databases, a design object is composed of (derived from) other simple 
objects which are again composed of other simpler objects leading to a hierarchy of 
design objects called configuration hierarchy. We assume that the hierarchy can be 
represented by a directed acyclic graph (dag). We restrict out transactions to those 
based on a dag-configuration. The configuration hierarchy of a book is shown in 
Figure 3. 
In a hierarchy, if one of the lower level object is changed, then the higher level 
objects need to be m.ide aware of the change. Consider the example of the derivation 
of a book. Let a transaction read all the chapters (version consistent) of the book. 
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Figure 3: Configuration Hierarchy of a Book 
revise them if needed, and then generate the table of contents (TOC) and the index 
(IND), and then output these along with the revised chapters. The output of this 
transaction may then be used to print the book. The transaction may be modeled 
as a set of cooperating (concurrent) processes or subtransactions each attempting to 
revise a chapter and the result of these subtransactions may then be used to derive 
TOC and IND. Assume that after a set of revisions, TOC and BIB are derived; now 
if one of the chapters say Chapter 1 was found to be in error (which is very likely) 
and was revised by one of the subtransactions, then the new version (Chapter 1') is 
not mutually consistent with TOC and IND. However, note that the other chapters 
and the old version of Chapter 1 are (mutually) consistent with TOC and IND. Also, 
while each of the objects (the chapters, TOC and IND) are internally consistent they 
are not mutually consistent! Now to maintain mutual consistency the system can do 
one of the following: 
• Disallow the creation of a new version of Chapter 1 once TOC and IND have 
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been derived. 
• Inform the designer/process in charge of TOC and IND of the change (notifi­
cation). 
• .Automatically create a new version of TOC and IND (propagation). 
• Destroy TOC and IND. 
The exact choice of action depends on the context. Other issue that needs to be 
addressed is the 'depth' of notification or propagation. That is, liow deep into the 
hierarchy should the effect of the change be propagated. 
Referencing Objects 
Since several versions of an object co-exist in the database, it must be possible 
for a designer/transaction to reference a particular object version. . '\lso, the users 
should not be bogged down with the details of naming conventions etc., — the nam­
ing scheme should support explicit and implicit naming. When necessary one could 
selectively access any object version by explicitly naming it; however one could avoid 
using a specific name.version l)y using implicit naming scheme by referring to the 
object by its generic name. 
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
Cooperating Transactions 
Large design efforts are partitioned into a number of projects which may all 
need to share some data objects. That is, in database notation, transactions may be 
decomposed into subtransactions which may then access the common objects. Thus, a 
design project is a result of a joint effort of several subtransactions, each aware of the 
other, cooperating by exchanging intermediate object values. However, conventional 
models, where a transaction is modeled as a sequence of atomic operations, do not 
promote such a cooperative design environment. 
Several of models that have been proposed earlier suffer from serious limitations. 
For example, [39, 56] model design transactions as a sequence of conventional (short 
duration) transactions, where a failure of a short duration transaction returns both 
(public and private) databases to the consistent state that existed before the fail­
ure. Furthermore, they do not handle the notion of multiple object versions. In {47|, 
the notion of database consistency that is satisfied is not properly established. The 
models do not support or promote the concurrency and cooperation between sub-
transactions necessary in a design environment. .Also, the assumption that a design 
transaction is a sequence of short duration transactions is not necessarily valid as it 
precludes the notion of cooperating transactions. 
Long Transactions 
While transactions in data processing applications are short, typically running 
for a few seconds or less, transactions in design databases are long-running. The 
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'design transactions' may execute for several hours or even days, with designers in­
teracting with each other, iteratively developing new designs. Hence, methods like 
two-phase locking that require transactions to hold locks during most of their execu­
tions, while suitable for conventional databases are unsuitable for design databases, 
as such schemes will lead to poor throughput. In addition, probability of deadlock 
is proportional to the fourth power of transaction duration [34]. Thus, the rate of 
occurrence of deadlocks under conventional schemes, in design databases would be 
unacceptable. 
Failure and Recovery 
.-Ml practical systems, as we know, are prone to failures. Failure may be at­
tributed to (but not limited to) one of the following reasons. 
1. Hardware failure such as communication link failure, site crash, and disk crash. 
2. Software failure due to programming errors. 
3. Deadlocks leading to termination of one or more processes. 
•1. User errors such as typos, wrong inputs. 
Failures lead to abortion of one or more transactions in the system. In case of 
failure, the system should be able to rollback the system state to maintain the atom­
icity of transactions (failure atomicity). \s pointed out earlier, transactions in design 
applications are generally long-running and computation intensive. Thus, aborting 
transactions are expensive since this not only involves undoing all the changes made 
to the data objects, but also results in wasting of computations that have been per­
formed so far. Ideally, schedulers in design environments should avoid transaction 
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abortions. However, in the event of a failure, in design applications, the system 
should rollback to an intermediate state to minimize the recovery cost. 
Modularity Requirements 
Typically, in design environments new transaction types are routinely intro­
duced. Thus, the requirement that all transaction classes and concurrency control 
mechanisms be redefined for every such modification or addition to the transaction 
class is unacceptable. Therefore, the schedulers for design databases must be modu­
lar. 
Schedulers based on semantic information (eg., [30, .57]) are static in that the 
type of transactions that may be scheduled in them are fixed; any addition to the 
transaction class or modifications to the existing transactions may require extensive 
modifications to the entire transaction class and concurrency control mechanism. 
Conclusion 
In this paper, we proposed a model of a design database suitable for advanced 
design applications such as those encountered in OAD/CAM, software engineering, 
and office automation. We al.so discussed the limitations of the conventional trans­
action and data models designed for data-processing applications. The issues that 
need to be resolved in a successful design database are also discussed. \  pre-requsite 
for a successful design/implementation of any system is the understanding of all the 
underlying issues. It is hoped that this paper would serve to that end. 
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PART II. 
TRANSACTION MODELS FOR DESIGN ENVIRONMENTS 
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ABSTRACT 
Design databases used in the design of engineering artifacts have characteristics 
quite different from conventional databases. While conventional databases have at 
any given time a single correct value for each of its objects, in design databases, due 
to the presence of design alternates or versions, several correct versions of design 
objects are available. However, during a design process, when several design objects 
are involved, the different versions of each object that is chosen for the design has 
to be controlled such that they are compatible or version consistent. The paper 
formalizes the notion of version consistency and proposes two transaction models for 
design processes, where the notion of version consistency itself is used as a basis for 
scheduling the design transactions. A mechanism for enforcing version control is also 
presented. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Design databases - databases used in applications such as CAD, VLSI design, 
and software development for storing design data - are, in recent years, receiving con­
siderable attention [56, 47, 26]. Design databases differ from conventional databases 
in several ways: the type of data objects stored, the nature of design processes, and 
the design environment itself [61). 
The classical model of transactions and correctness criteria as suggested by Gray 
and Eswaran et al. is widely used in conventional database applications such as data-
processing and banking [34, 27]. Database systems designed primarily for conven­
tional database applications are not suited for design database. The classical model 
is based on senalizability, only those schedules that are view equivalent to a serial 
schedule are acceptable and hence scheduled [64]. Thus, each data object at any time 
in its history has a unique value associated with it. In design environments, several 
design teams may concurrently be involved in the design of an object, leading to 
multiple versions of an object, and each of these versions might be "independently 
correct" and can be used by other design processes to create versions of other ob­
jects. However, a set of objects may not be compatible with each other as they 
may have been derived using different (and therefore incompatible) versions of the 
same objects. Thus, in order to maintain version consistency, design processes that 
use design objects to create other design objects need to select "versions that are 
compatible." Schemes that have been proposed earlier (see for example, [20, 12]) do 
not discuss this aspect of version compatibility; they retpiire the users to explicitly 
name the required object versions and this necessitates the users to keep track of the 
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clifTerenl versions of the objects that are compatible. 
In this paper, we establish a formal notion of version compatibility which is used 
to abstract the notion of versions from designers. Vidyasankar proposed a new notion 
of correctness for design database transactions called r+-serializabilily in [78], where 
each transaction in a schedule has the same view of the database as it would have in 
some serial schedule containing that transaction. While testing for r*-serializability 
in arbitrary schedules is NP-complete, schedules in which all transactions maintain 
version consistency can be tested in polynomial time. To this end, we propose a 
mechanism for maintaining version consistency. We also show that given a set of 
design processes that can derive a set of design objects, no on-line scheduler can, in 
polynomial time, schedule a set of processes that can generate a set of version con­
sistent objects. We present two models of design transactions in which the correct 
schedules are a subset of r,-serializable schedules, and show that schedulers based 
only on version consistency are sufficient for scheduling correct schedules. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next Section, a 
brief discussion of the design environment is presented. In Section 3, we discuss the 
uniform transaction model. The nonuniform model is presented in Section 4. In 
Section 5, we propose a mechanism for enforcing version control. Section (i concludes 
the paper. 
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DESIGN ENVIRONMENT 
In this section, we briefly discuss the design environment. Some of the charac­
teristics of design processes are discussed below. 
•  Long Duration Processes. Design processes, unlike transactions in conventional 
databases, are long-running; they may execute for several hours or even days, 
and may extend over several ' login sessions'.  
•  Complex Design Objects. Design objects -  design entities that are manipulated 
by design processes- are complex. They can be unstructured and large, making 
it difficult to represent them by single flat tuples. 
•  Object Hierarchy. Design objects often are derived from other objects, resulting 
in an object hierarchy of data objects. 
•  Multiple Versions. Design processes are often iterative with new versions being 
created during every cycle. In addition, multiple versions may be needed as 
design alternates. 
•  Cooperative Effort. Design processes are typically a cooperative effort of a team 
of people who share data and interact with each other. The team itself can 
be subdivided into several smaller groups; each group may view the design 
objects at diflerent levels of abstraction (abstraction hierarchy). It is necessary 
to coordinate the efforts of all members of the team. 
Consider for example, the VLSI design process. It is representative of a fairly 
complex design process -  the design effort is complex, involving efl 'orls of humans 
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and CAD tools, and requiring generation and manipulation of large amounts of data. 
A set of tools called silicon compilers provide CAD support for the design effort [70]. 
The structure of a typical silicon compiler is shown in Figure 1. While it is the goal 
of the silicon compilers to totally automate the process of VLSI design, design capa­
bility still  lags behind production capability and human interaction and supervision 
are still required. From the initial input which is generally a file containing hard­
ware description in a hardware description language, the system goes through several 
synthesis and analysis steps to arrive at the final result -  the chip mask and other 
control data necessary for making the integrated circuit. The synthesis tools help 
perform routine tasks such as routing, routing optimization, and programmable logic 
array (PLA) generation; the analysis tools are used to detect design rule violations 
and logical failures. 
We can now model the design activity in such an environment. Design objects 
can be represented by complex objects [7]. We do not impose any other constraints 
on the objects other than the requirement that all complex objects involved in the 
design should be representablc by the chosen scheme. The objects that are used to 
represent the initial inputs (e.g., specification, design rules, library) are called base 
objects and other objects that are derived by design processes are called derived ob­
jects. Design objects are shown as circles in Figure 1. The design processes are called 
transactions in the design datai)ase and are denoted by rectangles in Figure 1. Design 
transactions may span several 'sessions' or invocations of a program. For example, 
the process of modifying the high-level specification may involve a session with the in­
teractive editor, recpiiring invocation of several edit and file manipulation commands. 
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Typically, in a design environment, all objects generated during the final stage 
may not be selected. Since there may be several alternatives to obtain a final ob­
jective, several designers may develop independent " versions" of each object. For 
example, a team of designers may, using the same high-level specification, develop 
several versions of an integrated circuit (ic), independently. A new pad-placement 
and pin configuration may be obtained for the same circuit by using different connec­
tion specifications (refer to Figure 1). Similarly, when difi^crent routing specifications 
are used, alternate pin/pad placements are generated, resulting in multiple versions 
of the ic mask, for the same high-level specification. When the difi 'erent versions of 
the ic are tested, (using possibly different versions of test inputs), a version of "re­
sult" is produced for each combination of ic version and test-input. When analysis 
is done on the mask or the pad-placement result, the analysis process must be able 
to identify the versions of connection specification or the routing specification, with 
the corresponding final mask or the pad-placement. That is, only compatible versions 
of oi)jects need to be used by the test/analysis process. In subsequent sections we 
identify other issues that motivate the need for version consistency. 
In a design environment, feedback is often used to modify the objects; a derived 
object may thus influence the base objects -  leading to redefinition of the specifica­
tion. The feedback loop leads to cycles in the derivation scheme. In this paper, we 
assume that the feedback loop is outside our design transaction model, and conse­
quently the derivation schemes are assumed to be acyclic graphs. 
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Based on the model of objects used by the transactions and the relationship 
between objects, two schemes arc distinguished in this paper: (1) the uniform model, 
and (2) the nonuniform model. These models are discussed in the subsequent sections. 
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UNIFORM TRANSACTION MODEL 
The composition hierarchy of objects in a design scheme can be represented ijy 
an acyclic directed graph (0, E) ,  where 0 = {0^,.. . ,  0" } is the set of objects and 
E is the set of edges, such that there is an edge (n, v) in E if ii is used during the 
derivation of object v. The set of initial inputs or the base objects can be represented 
by a complex object 0® and the final design objective by a complex object O". The 
objects in are the derived objects. The design scheme is n-staged if 
j O I = n + 1. The design scheme is said to be non-redundant if there is a path from 
every object 0 '  to the final object O". 
Let DG be an instance of a derivation scheme. Then we define the following: 
Definition: Dep(DC) is a relation over Ox 0 such that if there is a directed 
path from 0' to QJ in DG then • i ,j  • is in Dep(DG). If • > t  Dep(DG) then 
object O-^ is a dependent of 0 ' .  
Every object 0\i ^ 0, is a dependent of the initial object 0®. In a non re­
dundant derivation graph, the final object O" is dependent on every object O': i 
h { 0,  . . . ,  — 1 } .  
Definition: Indep(DCJ) is a relation over 0x0 such that • i , j  f Indep(DG) 
if • i ,j  • and - j ,!  • are not in Dep(DG). 
Given an instance of a derivation scheme DG = (O. E), our intent is to derive the 
final object 0", starting from the initial object represented by 0®. We shall assume 
that each intermediate object 0^ is derived by a single transaction T'. Let DG be 
an n-staged derivation graph and S l)e a possibly interleaved schedule of transactions 
in T - {T',...,T"} for the derivation graph DG. 
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Definition: Schedule S is said to be synchronous if it  is serializable in some 
order consistent with De|)(DG). That is, if <i,j> 6 Dep(DG) then precedes T-^ 
in S. 
For example, let T = {T^ ,T",T^,T'^} be the set of design transactions for DG' 
and Dcp(DG') -  {< 1,4 >, • 2,4 >, < 3,4 >, < 1,2 > }. If a schedule of T is serializ­
able in the order (1;2;3;4) or (1;3;2;4) or (3;1;2;4), then it is synchronous. 
Definition: Let DG ~ (O, E) be a non-redundant design scheme where O = 
{0*^.. . . .0"} is the set of design objects, T ={T^,..  . ,T" } is the set of transactions, 
and is a partial order on the transactions in T. The transaction model • T.<,0 -
is uniform if: 
1. every T' T reads at least one object 0-'  G O. and 
2. every T' writes exactly one object O' Ç 0. 
It follows from the definition that in a uniform model, no two transactions write on 
the same object. 
While an object may be found to be semantically correct, it  is accc.plahlc only if 
it  can be derived by a synchronous schedule. This requirement is similar to that im­
posed in conventional databases where view-serializability is the correctness criterion 
although a non-serializable schedule might produce a consistent state. While this 
may be restrictive, in the absence of other semantic information about the objects 
involved and their correctness criteria, such an assumption is reasonable. Gonse-
(piently, we have the following: 
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Preposition 1: A synchronous schedule derives an acceptable design object at every 
stage. 
Multiple Versions 
Typically, in a design environment while only a single instance of a final object 
may be needed, multiple versions of the design objects may be derived due to the 
following reasons: 
1. Several versions may be released as final design. 
2. .Alternate design of each object may be developed during design phases. 
3. .Alternate design may be used for refinement of design by 'evolution'. 
Thus each design transaction T' can now be replaced by a set of transactions 
{Tj,.. . ,  representing alternate design for the design stage for i -  1.. .n. Mul­
tiple versions of the design object can now l)e obtained by scheduling synchronous 
schedules Sj, H-y, • •sequentially where each schedule Sj consists of a set of 
transactions -  {Tj^...  as shown in case(a) of Figure 2. .Another alternative 
is to require a transaction T^^. h T '  to derive version of object type 0' .  Thus 
no two transactions write to the same object version and therefore we could run the 
different schedules Sj,. . . ,  concurrently. Now under this scheme, each object O' 
produced by a transaction in stage i is replaced by a set of versions of the object: 
i T^j,,  4' T,} as shown in case(i)) of Figure 2. 
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Let T' = {Tp..be the set of alternate design transactions available for 
stage i. Let T -  Uj = [ .  We now define the following. 
Definition: Sel(T) = xT-x...xT". 
Sel(T) is a set of transaction sequences formed by selecting a transaction from the 
set for each stage i. It follows from preposition 1, that any synchronous schedule s 
t  Sel(T) produces an acceptable final object. In a uniform transaction model, every 
version of an object of type O' has the same set of attributes (structure) but possibly 
different attribute values. 
Coherent Schedules 
Let S be an interleaved schedule of T. The schedule S is said to be coherent if 
every object is acceptable. Since an object 0"^, is acceptable if it  is derived by 
a synchronous schedule s^. P Sel(T), we require each transaction in S to read (and 
hence write) the same set of object values as it would have in a synchronous schedule 
containing the same set of transactions. In a design environment several groups may 
be attempting to design the same set of objccts concurrently resulting in a schedule S. 
We would require each of the final designs produced to be acceptable; we would prefer 
S to be coherent. One approach to I  his problem could be to generate members of 
Sel(T) and schedule each of them in an independent environment. .Another approach 
could be to rename the read-sets and write-sets of each transaction such that they 
could be executed without interference in the same environment. However these 
schemes may not be acceptable due to the following reasons; 
I. The set of schedules that may need to be scheduled may not be known a priori. 
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2. Identical version of the object may be rederived independently in different en­
vironments, resulting in wasted computation. 
3. It may be necessary to recompile each transaction belonging to different sched­
ules with different names. 
4. It may be necessary to maintain the set of related objects in the same place to 
facilitate configuration management [5j. 
For reasons of efficiency, we would maintain all versions of the objects in a shared 
database for reusing them. Revision control systems such as Unix RC'S [?()] can pro­
vide adequate support for maintaining the different versions. In addition, we would 
abstract out the notion of version names (the suffixes) associated with the object. 
This will obviate the need for recompiling the transactions for each schedule and 
would facilitate a consistent naming scheme for objects manipulated by the transac­
tions. The version control could be done by the system such that each final object 
produced by a schedule T is acceptable. 
Note that in the case of software development, our notion of consistency is not 
merely to maintain the object version consistent with the source code - a facility 
provided by programs such as make |2X], but also to maintain several such versions 
of the final object, in the presence of complex object dependencies. This as|)ect is 
discussed further in section 5. In the following section we introduce the notion of 
correctness that is necessary for determining the appropriate versions of each object 
such that a schedule S may be coherent. 
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Object Consistency 
In t he models we consider we assume that all transactions read a nonempty set of 
data objects and write a nonempty set of data objects. The read-set of a transaction 
T\ denoted RS(T'), is the set of objects that are read by the transaction T'; the 
write-set of transaction T',  denoted VVS(T' ),  is the set of objects written by the trans­
action (O'). Without loss of generality, we assume that RS(T') Ç{0®. 
Note that such an assumption is valid because the derivation schemes we consider are 
acyclic. We will now recursively deline internal consistency of an object and mutual 
consistency of a pair of objects. Informally, an object is internally consistent if it  is 
in an acceptable state, and has reached that state through a set of acceptable steps, 
whereas any two objects that are internally consistent are mutually consistent if they 
are compatible'.  Note that when there are design alternates for each design object, 
all internally consistent objects need not be mutually consistent with each other. As 
an example, consider the implementation of a VLSI circuit. Many different circuits 
may exist for the same functionality. Thus, the routing information and connectivity 
details of a design may be mutually consistent with each other if they correspond to 
the same design alternative, but may not be mutually consistent with those obtained 
by an alternate (i)ut still  correct) design. The notions of consistency are formally 
defined below. 
Definition If all objects G RS(Tj ) are pairwise mutually consistent and inter­
nally consistent then Oj G WS(Tj ) is internally consistent. 
Mutual consistency is defined recursively as follows: 
I.  The initial object is mutually consistent with every object Oj. 
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2. Any two versions of an object are not mutually consistent: Oj is not nuitually 
conistent with 0^ if k^^j. 
3. If Vv, Vu, u,v t  RS(T^), V and u are internally consistent and mutually consis­
tent then VVS(Tj ), that is Oj, is internally consistent and mutually consistent 
with u and v. 
4. If (i,  j) € Indep(DG), then 0^, is mutually consistent with 0^ if every object 
in RS(T^) is mutually consistent with every object in RS(T^). 
Theorem 1 Let S be a schedule of T. S is coherent iJJ every transaction in S reads 
objects that are internally consistent and pairwise mutually consistent. 
Proof: 
Claim 1; S is coherent =- reads mutually consistent objects. 
Proof of claim I: S is coherent 0" is acceptable. 
Oj is acceptable —• 0" is produced by a synchronous schedule of transactions in 
{Tji, Tjg }' \Vchavc 
R.S(Tjj) -  QO 
R.S(Tj.,) <; oj, uo" 
RS(Tj) Ç uRS(Ty;,j.  
From the definition of mutual consistency, it follows that xj, reads mutually 
consistent objcct 0®. The read-set of Ty., is { 0®, o!, } and from the défini-
J ^ J * 
lion it follows that they are mutually consistent resulting in Oj.;.  Similarly it can be 
shown that each of the transactions in (he schedule reads mutually consistent objects. 
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Claim 2: Every Tj G S reads mutually consistent object S is coherent. 
Proof of claim 2 is by induction on the number of design stages n. 
Basis n = I. Trivial: Every transaction Tj G S reads mutually consistent object(s) 
0^, producing Oj. Every object Oj is produced by a synchronous schedule • tJ > 
and hence is acceptable. Thus S is coherent. 
Induction Let it be true for all design stages up to m stages. Let S l)e a sched­
ule with n = m+1 stages. Let S/be a schedule same as S with transactions in T" 
removed. Consider object O"' produced by a schedule S'.  Since every transaction in 
S/reads mutually consistent objects and S/has m stages, O"' is produced by a syn­
chronous schedule. Without loss of generality, let the schedule be sj of transactions 
in { Tjp... ,  Let T" read object to produce O". We need to show that 
object OJ is produced by a synchronous schedule of transactions in {Tjj,.  
t;?}. 
Case 1: RS(Tj) = o" 
Then schedule s^;T" • is also synchronous. 
Case 2: RS(Tp = 0» U OJ,' , ,  U 0^. 
Since T" reads mutually consistent objects, by definition of mutual consistency, if 
O'j- sj then k = ji and the schedule s^;Tj is synchronous. However, if T'^, '/.sj 
and if the read-set of T" consists of mutually consistent objects, then it follows that 
ij such that T^y sj.  Therefore the schedule '  synchronous 
schedule. I  
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Our notion of coherent schedule is the same as r*-serializability proposed by 
Vidyasanlfar in [78] restricted to the uniform transaction model. Furthermore, it  was 
shown in [78] that determination of r*-serializability is NP-complete. Thus in the 
context of uniform transaction model, through Theorem 1 we show that maintaining 
version consistency is tantamount to obtaining r*-serializability. A mechanism for 
version control is presented in section 5. 
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NONUNIFORM TRANSACTION MODEL 
In the uniform transaction model, it  was assumed that each transaction Tj in 
a schedule generates only one version of a complex object While it is possible 
to represent a set of objects by a complex object, it  may be too restrictive for some 
applications. Also, under uniform transaction model, it  was assumed that each object 
type O' is written by transactions belonging to T'.  A nonuniform transaction model 
consists of a set of transactions T = {T', . . . ,  T"}, and a partial order '  on T. 
The nonuniform transaction model differs from the uniform transaction model in the 
following ways: 
•  The write-set of each transaction t  T may contain multiple objects. 
•  The final design objective may be a set of objects CO^. 
• The write-set of any two transactions in T may intersect. 
Let DC be an instance of a derivation scheme with (O, E); O = IJ 0^ where 
is a set of base objects and is the set of derived objects, and E = { (/,t '  • 
! u.  v Ç O and u is used in the derivation of v}. 
Definition: Let T(-, ÇT =:{T' T"}. T^ is a mtn.sci of T if 
VVS(t) = :  
(2) VT'. i j j  T', TJ e T^, \V.S(T>) fl VVS(T') = 0. (i ^j) 
Definition A schedule S of transactions in Tc ÇT is said to be minimal if i t  is 
consistent with the partial order '• '  and Tc is a minset of T. 
CJiven a derivation scheme DC and a set of transactions T, a minset of T consists 
of a set of transactions that will derive the final set of objects without deriving any 
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object more than once. Thus if the cost of deriving every object is positive and finite, 
the minimal schedules arc the optimal schedules for producing the final design objec­
tives. In case of software configuration management, under nonuniform transaction 
management, the dependency between the various files can be expressed by a minset. 
However, given a set of transactions and the derivation scheme DG, there could be 
several minset s and hence several makefiles for obtaining the same final objective. 
Example 1: Let DG be a derivation scheme as shown in Figure 3. The set 
of transactions associated with DG is T ={T^, T^} where the read-set and the 
write-sct of the transactions are shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that every element 
of {T-T 'T\ T^T^T'^} X {T^T^, T"} is a minimal schedule. 
However, as the next theorem shows, determination of minset is NP complete (if 
! WS'I _-.3). So unless P = i\P, a scheduler cannot efficiently schedule only those that 
are minimal. 
Theorem 2 Determination of minset is NP complete. 
Proof: By reduction of'minimum cover problem' (31). 
Instance: DG = (0, E) :  O is the set of objects and E cO • O. T = {T'..  .  . ,T"} where 
\VS(T') CO. 
Minimum cover problem is known to be NP complete (for |  c ( 3). 
Instance :  .M -  finite set of elements; C = {c |  c CM } 
Question :  Is there a C'Cf such that every member of E belongs to at least one 
member of C '  ? 
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Transformation: Let M -  {el, e2,.. . ,ek} and C ={ cj,.  ^ni] ( I  I  ^3). 
Let DG = (O, E) be a derivation scheme where 0 = M U {eO| eO € 0® } and E 
= {(eO,e)| e Ç iM}. Let T ={Tl,.. . ,Tm} be a set of transactions such that write-set 
of Ti = Cm- Let S be a schedule of transactions in T and define C such that if Ti 
is in S then Cj € C: If S is a minimal schedule then C is the minimum cover. I 
Object Consistency Revisited 
Wc will refine the notion of mutual consistency between objects for the nonuni­
form transaction model. Object oj is said to dircctly derive object (denoted 
O'j —0^.) if the object Oj is read by the transaction that wrote the version O^,. 
Object O^ is said to derive object 0^ denoted 0^ (i) oj —O^, or (ii) 
-o{[..  
Internal consistency is now redefined as follows: 
( i )  . A l l  i n s t a n c e s  o f  t h e  i n i t i a l  o b j e c t s  a r e  i n t e r n a l l y  c o n s i s t e n t .  
( i i )  . A n  o b j e c t  0 '  i s  i n t e r n a l l y  c o n s i s t e n t  i f  t h e  s e t  o f  o b j e c t s  t h a t  d e r i v e  i t  a r e  i n t e r ­
nally consistent and pairwise mutually consistent. 
We now extend the definition of mutual consistency to nonuniform transaction 
system as follows: 
1. The initial set of objects {O^^, .. . ,0'^^ } are mutually consistent with every 
object 0^. 
2. .Any two versions of an object are not mutually consistent: O^ is not mutually 
consistent with 0^, if k/j.  
If Vv, Vu, u,v (- R.S(T^ ), V and u internally consistent and mutually consis­
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tent —• Vp, Vq, p,q 6 VVS(Tp p and q are internally consistent and mutually 
consistent with u, v. 
4. If read-sets of two transactions are mutually consistent and write-sets do not 
intersect then the objects belonging to the write-sets are pairwise mutually 
consistent. 
Theorem 3 Let F he the set of final objects that are internally consistent and pair-
wise mutually consistent. Then F is derived by a minimal schedule. 
Proof: (By Contradiction) 
Let F be the set of final objects that arc internally consistent and 
mutually consistent. Let Tp to be a set of transactions such that: 
( i )  i f  O / '  €  \ V . S ( T > )  t h e n  o r  
(ii) if 0^ € \VS(T ' )  and O^' -O/' then T '  t  TY?. 
.Assume 'Ï p is not a ininset; from the definition of m inset, we have two cases: 
Case 1: U VV.S(t) ^ O^. If this is the case, then the set of final objects 
F is derived without deriving all other objects in - a contradiction since DC is 
not redundant. 
Case 2; 3t ' ,  3t^, t '  t-/ P F such that \VS(t') f) WS(t- ') /0. Without loss of 
generality, let t '  and iJ create versions of object O". From the definition of mutual 
consistency O" is not mutually consistent with O". Therefore if O" ^ F, then F is 
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not mutually consistent -  a contradiction since F is given to be a set of mutually 
consistent objects. If 0" ^F then since t '  and t- '  G T^, from the definition of Ty? 
we have: 
VVS(t') -of I O/'  6 F and 
WS(t>) -O/'" I O/"'  6 F. 
Since VVS(t'  ) f) VVS(t-^ ) ^0, from the definition of mutual consistency, VVS(t'  ) is not 
mutually consistent with \VS(t- '  ) and therefore 0-^' is not mutually consistent with 
O-^'" -  a contradiction. M 
From Theorem 2 it follows that the determination of minset and hence a minimal 
schedule is NP complete. Theorem 3 suggests that by requiring every transaction to 
use mutually compatible objects, the effect of a minimal schedule can be induced. 
Software Configuration Management 
Software configuration management (CM) deals with identification, organization, 
and control of modifications to software developed by a team of programmers. The 
task of coordinating the design activity of a large team involved with a software 
development is nontrivial. The main problems associated with C.M are: 
1. The double maintenance problem; 
2. The lost update problem; 
.3. The interference or shared data problem; 
•1. The version control and revision control problem. 
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To avoid the double maintenance problem that might arise due to the presence of 
multiple copies of a software module, all modules are maintained at a common site. 
Careful 'check-out'  and 'check-in' procedures are used to avoid lost update prob­
lems and logs are maintained and data abstraction techniques are used to avoid 
the problem with shared data. In environments where multiple versions need to be 
maintained, revision control schemes are necessary; maintenance of mutual consis­
tency between the different modules becomes a nontrivial issue. 
In Unix environments, the make program can be used to maintain the currency 
of object files. The data dependency between the various modules can be placed in 
a makefile, along with information for rebuilding the modules in case inconsistency 
is detected. The makefile can be stored under SCCS [69j or RCS control to provide 
automatic regeneration of the final object module. 
In systems similar to those discussed above, the final module that is maintained 
current is unique. .At any given time there is at most one set of mutually consistent 
data oi)jects - the most recent version of the interface files, source code, and their 
object modules. However, a software design team may maintain several versions or 
"releases' of software which are design alternatives, and not design revisions. Thus the 
most recent version is not the only correct version. Examples are software designed for 
different hardware configuration. Under these conditions, the tools discussed above 
do not provide adequate support. In addition, in the C'M tools discussed earlier, it 
is assumed that there is only one way of obtaining a derived object from the set of 
dependent objects and this derivation scheme is specified in the makefile. As pointed 
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out earlier, such an assumption is not valid when design alternatives (design tools, 
processes, algorithms, etc.) are available and therefore the dependency graph of 
the final object is not unique. In such instances, internal consistency and mutual 
consistency can be used as correctness criteria for design objects. In the next section, 
we propose a mechanism for maintaining version control which uses such criteria. 
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A MECHANISM FOR VERSION CONTROL 
In this section, we propose a mechanism for version control. We assume that 
the database supports multiple versions of each object. Let 0 = {0^,.. . ,0"} be 
the set of objects that are maintained by the database. Each object 0 '  is main­
tained as an object history OIP; thus the database is composed of object histories 
•Associated with every object history OH' is an object manager OM'. The object 
manager implements the readmap and writemap functions, which provide support for 
the version control mechanism, and also provide the necessary concurrency control. 
Each object history OH' is composed of a set of versions of the object 0 '  denoted by 
O j ,  o y  O b j e c t  O j  i s  a  t u p l e  ( v a l u e ^ - ,  i l i s t ^ ) ,  w h e r e  v a l u e ^ -  i s  t h e  v a l u e  a s s o c i a t e d  
with the object instance o^, and ilistj,  informally, contains the ids of all objects that 
are involved in the derivation of the object Oj. 
Capability 
The derivations are carried out by transactions. A transaction ty can be uniquely 
identified by its id 'cap^', where cap, is drawn from a totally ordered set C'.\P. The 
set CAP can be implemented i)y maintaining a system of synchronized clocks. Thus 
cap, of a transaction ty can be obtained by concatenating the initiation time of t ,  
with the id of the node where the transaction is invoked. This scheme gives system-
wide unique values that are totally ordered. 
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Definition: An nc-pair is a set of tuples of the form (name, cap), 
where name 6 0, the set of objects, and cap € CAP. 
Every object manager OM' implements the function readmap which maps an nc-
pair to an instance of an object or to null. The writcmap function, also implemented 
by the object manager, places a version of an object in the object history. 
Definition: ILIST is a set of nc pairs with the following restriction: 
Hist E ILIST iff Vh c  Vh c ' ( / H ' ,  r ; c '  6 Hist ) A 
( iic.vanie = uc .name ) =• (tic = nc' ) 
That is, ilist is a partial mapping from name to cap. 
Transactions have an environment associated with them. An environment is a 
3-tu pie (cap, ilist,  oset) where cap t  CAP, ilist G ILIST, and oset is a set of tuples 
(name, value). Initially when a transaction t '  is invoked, a cap^ is generated on be­
half of transaction t ' ;  the ilisty and osety are initially empty. 
Operations within transactions have to be controlled to guarantee version con­
sistency. The ilist and cap that are associated with the transaction environments 
and object instances are used to enforce version consistency. .A brief description of a 
scheme to enforce internal consistency of objects derived by a transaction is presented 
as protocol-VC below. 
Protocol - VC 
Let R and S be members of ILLST. We now define operation vjoin(R,S) denoted 
by R M.S as follows: 
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If { [ Vr ,  r € R =i- [(3s, s G S s.t r = s ) V (Vs, s 6 S =;• s.name ^r.name)] A 
Vs, s G S [(3r, r G R s.t s = r) V (Vr, r 6 R =î- r .name ^s.name)] ) } 
then R mS = R (J S 
else R mS - 0. 
When a transaction t '  is invoked, an environment <capj, ilistj = 0, osety =0 > 
is created. When a read reqnest for an object x is made by t \  the nc-pair (x, cap;) is 
sent to the object manager OM.c. The object manager OMx- now maps the request 
(through readmap) to an instance of x, xj where cap; £'capj. If the request is 
permitted by the concurrency control mechanism at OM^ (e.g.. if the object is not 
locked), then the value of xj along with i listis returned to t; .  The read is said to 
be version consistent iff ilisty Milist^.^ ^0. If the read is version consistent, then ilisty 
is updated to ilist^ wilist.  If the read is not version consistent, then the transaction 
can either abort or redo the read operation if backtracking is allowed. The vjoin can 
be performed by the object manager which has access to ilist; and return a version 
that is consistent with the transaction's ilist or 'fail" if no such version exists. 
When the transaction t '  writes an object x, the pair (x. valuer) is placed in the 
osety. When the transaction t '  commits, the following operations are performed. 
1. For all name^ Ç oset, remove the nc-pair (name^,*) from ilisty. 
2. For all namej h nacl-, add the nc-pair (name^-. capy) to ilist,-.  
.3. For all objects name^  P osety send "write(namej, ilisty, value^ )" to object 
manager 
1. Send 'release' message to all object managers that have participated in the 
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transaction. 
When the transaction t '  aborts, the transaction manager TM^ associated with 
t '  sends "abort(t ')" to all object managers that have participated in the transaction. 
This message may cause the OM s to release any locks that are held on behalf of the 
aborted transaction. The environment associated with the transaction along with 
the copies of versions saved in osetj is destroyed. 
We now present the following theorem . 
Theorem 4 If every transaction in a schedule S follows protocol-VC, then all objects 
written by transactions in S arc version consistent. 
Informal proof: It can be seen that every "read" operation performed by a transaction 
under protocol-VC reads mutually compatible objects; consequently, the transactions 
write objects that are version consistent.## 
If the transactions can order their requests such that the objects that are farthest 
from the base objects (in the design scheme) are read before those that are closer, 
then unnecessary failures may be avoided. Furthermore, from the definition of vjoin 
operation it can be seen that the complexity of computing the vjoin is ^(|  O |  ), where 
I O I is the size of the set of database objects, allowing an efficient implementation of 
the version control mechanism. 
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CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we present two models of design transactions and formally pre­
sented the notion of version compatibility. Acyclic design schemes with a unique 
source (base object) and a unique sink (final object) can be modeled by the uniform 
transaction model. In this model, write-sets of transactions arc unique. As an ex­
ample, the set of VLSI C\\D tools can be modeled as a uniform transaction model. 
When several design alternatives are available for each phase of the design, resulting 
in set of versions for each object type, coherent schedules maintain version consis­
tency. This can be used as the correctness criterion in situations discussed, in the 
place of view scrializabilitxj which lias been used in conventional databases. 
In the nonuniform model, acyclic design schemes can have more than one source 
and sink; the write-sets of the different transactions are non-empty. In this scheme, 
we show that determination of the set of transactions, and hence the schedule to 
derive non redundant set of derived objects is NP hard. We also show how internal 
consistency and mutual consistency of design objects can be used as correctness crite­
ria for maintaining consistency of multiple versions of design objects. We also present 
a mechanism for maintaining on-line version control which can be used to generate 
correct schedules in the presence of concurrent design transactions. The proposed 
version control scheme is modular and can be implemented efficiently, independent 
of the concurrency control scheme. 
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Figure 1: Structure of a Silicon Compiler 
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Case (a); Sequential design schedules. 
Versions of 0 ' 
Case (b): Concurrent schedules with Objects renamed 
Figure 2: Schedules for Design Transactions 
0 Tl: reads [ol, o2] writes [1] 
T2: reads [o2] writes [2] 
T3; reads (o2] writes [2, 3] 
T4; reads [ol, o2] writes [1,3] 
T5: reads [2] writes (4] 
T6: reads [1,3] writes [6] 
T7: reads [1,4,3] writes [5,6] 
T8: reads [1,4,3] writes [5] 
Figure 3: A Derivation Scheme 
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PART III. 
A DATA MODEL FOR DESIGN OBJECTS 
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ABSTRACT 
Modeling concepts for handling structural data of hierarchically composed com­
plex objects are presented. A complex object is modeled as an hierarchy of interfaces 
and an implementation. Objects sharing the same interface at any level have same 
attributes and attribute values up to that level in the hierarchy. This structuring 
facilitates storage of multiple object versions and their subsequent reuse in design 
databases, where multiple versions of design artifacts are routinely created and main­
tained. Other important concepts needed for design databases are presented, and in 
particular two types of instantiation - parametric instantiation, and conditional in­
stantiation - are proposed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Relational model (R-model) has been found inadequate for advanced database 
applications that are now expected of databases in areas such as CAD/CAM, office 
information systems, and software engineering. The inadequacy is primarily due to 
the following three reasons. First, conventional relational database systems with flat 
tuples do not provide adequate structuring mechanism to capture all information per­
taining to an object. Second, even relatively simple applications in the non-traditional 
fields pointed out earlier, require computation of transitive closure. However, it  is 
well known that transitive closure cannot be expressed by a relationally complete 
query language [3j. Third, simple tables of atomic components are not capable of 
capturing a large class of data encountered in such advanced database applications 
(e.g.. text). 
.Attempts at solving the problems associated with the R-model can be classified 
into three groups: 
1. Fixtensions to the R-model !22],[37{. 
2. Non conventional data-models including the Entity Relationship model (E-R 
model) |19] and works related to non-first normal forms(NF~) [I], and more 
general models such as [7]. 
3. Object oriented approaches; efforts in this area are based on object oriented 
programming language paradigm. The distinguishing features of this paradigm 
are attribute inheritance, class hierarchy, and message passing [25],[4fij.  
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The first normal form (INF) structuring constraint imposed by R-model forces 
a database designer to decompose complex objects into a set of homogeneous tuples, 
obeying the various dependency constraints. In the process the model loses the ability 
to express the schema in an easily understandable way. In NF" models, the constraint 
that tuple attributes be atomic is relaxed allowing attributes to be relations. The 
R-model retains the structuring concept; the relations, with its operations extended 
to manipulate the complex structure. However, this approach also fails to capture 
the schema of the world of discourse in an easily understandable way. 
In recent years, researchers have focused on object-oriented paradigm to model 
complex objects. .Although several prototypes have been developed, it is unclear 
whether a user friendly interface can become available in the near future. Meanwhile 
the E-R model can be viewed as the first step in the direction of object-oriented 
models. E-R model offers the concept of entities (E) and entity sets to represent the 
objects of interest, along with relationship (R) and relationship sets, distinct from 
entities, to capture the association relating the entities. The third distinct concept 
is that of attributes which are distinct from entities and relationships, and are used 
to express the characteristics of the entities. The E-R modeling approach offers the 
designer a natural way for representing the 'world of interest ' .  However, current E-R 
models share the same inadequacy of R-model to represent complex objects. 
A modeling technique based on E-R model for complex objects called molecu­
lar aggregation has been recently proposed (lOj. Other modeling concepts needed for 
nested (composite) objects such as object interfaces, object versions, and instantiation 
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have been presented in a recent work [11]. Here, we extend the modeling techniques 
and propose a scheme suitable for design objects. In particular, we use VLSI and 
electronic circuit design as examples throughout to illustrate the concepts presented. 
In addition, we introduce the notion of parametric instantiation and conditional in­
stantiation which will in most cases alleviate the problem of change propagation and 
change notification in design databases. While the primary focus of the proposed 
scheme is to encapsulate the structural information of a complex objcct, rather than 
its behavior, the scheme can be adopted for modeling geometric and structural data 
of other engineering artifacts as well. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we briefly 
examine the requirements of a design database model. In Section .'5 we present the 
concepts needed for representing complex objects and their versions. In Section 4 and 
Section 5 we present other concepts needed for modeling complex objects. Section 6 
deals with a set of primitive operations for manipulating complex objects and Section 
7 concludes the paper. 
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REQUIREMENTS OF A DESIGN DATA MODEL 
In this section we present some of the issues that need to be resolved for an 
efficient implementation of a design database. 
1. Complex Objects: The design artifacts usually are composed of a collection of 
heterogeneous records which together represent the design artifact - a complex 
object. The set of records cannot be conveniently represented by a small set of 
homogeneous records or tables of tuples as in the case of conventional database 
entities. 
2. Composite Objects: Composite objects are complex design objects formed by 
integrating simpler objects that are defined independently, resulting in a compo­
sition hierarchy. The data model should facilitate the creation and maintenance 
of such a composition hierarchy. Note that all composite objects are complex 
objects as well. 
.3. Sharability of Objects: For practical considerations such as economy, efficiency 
of design effort and storage, composite objects are designed using components 
that are defined and available in a design database accessible for designers. The 
components in the library are shared by all designers. The model should facil­
itate such sharing. In addition, a composite object might use several instances 
of an object in its design. Therefore, during representation, such redundancy 
needs to be avoided. 
I. Multiple Versions: Typical design processes involve creation and testing of mul­
tiple versions both as design alternatives and as revisions to existing design. 
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Thus several versions may exist for each 'object type'.  The data model should 
facilitate the creation and maintenance of such a composition hierarchy. 
5. Abstraction Hierarchy: In a system where there are users at difl 'erent levels 
with different views of the data, a hierarchy of data abstraction is essential for 
the users to access and manipulate the objects. In addition to the ease of use in 
handling and managing the complex data, an abstraction hierarchy allows for 
the stability of the system. Each abstraction level acts as a firewall for changes 
in the data as they evolve -  which is often the case in a design database where 
all changes at lower level may not propagate up in the data hierarchy. 
6. Operations on Objects: The operations on the design objects also pose some 
problems. The complex objects may have to be retrieved and manipulated as 
a whole or a i)art of the object may be modified. In both cases, the data model 
should facilitate the operations eHiciently. 
7. Multiple Representation: .\n object may have different interpretations in dif­
ferent 'views': for example a circuit diagram could be viewed as a set of con­
nectivity information or a graphic layout, depending on the environment. 
8. Schema Changes: Unlike conventional databases, the schema of the design 
database changes frequently as the structure of the design objects change, ( 'on-
sequently, design databases should facilitate and support schema evolution. 
In this paper, we address all the above issues except those concerning multiple rep­
resentation and schema evolution. The problem of multiple representation is appli­
cation dependent and needs to be handled during interface design. 
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COMPLEX OBJECTS 
Design artifacts are complex objects and they can be represented by a set of 
heterogeneous tuples. The object can be abstracted and represented by a single tu­
ple (with its unique object id among other attributes) at a higher level. The various 
attributes of the object can be represented by a set of inter-related tuples or tables 
of tuples at lower levels. Several proposals have been made to extend conventional 
database systems to include the notion of complex objects [.56], [47], [11]. 
In a rccent work [10], complex objects called molecular object are formed by the 
abstraction technique referred to as molecular aggregation. Molecular aggregation is 
the abstraction of a set of entities and their relationships into a higher level entity. 
Using E-R modeling technique [19], a complex object can be reduced to a set of 
tables of relations. . \t  the top level an object is denoted by a single tuple identified by 
its unique identifier (oid) in an object-table, along with a set of descriptive attributes 
0.\ 1 . . . . ,OA?i.  . \t  the lower level, tables T|,. . . ,T;k hold other tuples that describe 
the object in finer detail.  Tuples in table Tj have key oid.K,-. See Figure 1 for an 
abstraction of a composite object gate which is made up of other objects (gates) and 
relations (wires). If the component entities in a complex object are themselves 
"complex', then each of the components can again be further defined in terms of 
other simpler objects until all attributes are expressed in terms of a set of primitive 
objects. Figure 2 shows a gate 'flip-flop' which is made of two nand gates and a 
set of relations representing metal-runs or connections. The attributes of the (lip-flop 
and its components can now be expressed by a set of tables; Tables( 1-3). 
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Table 1: Gate 
Gate# Desc No.pins Parent 
G1 2-nand 3 G3 
G2 2-nan(l 3 G 3 
G 3 flip-flop 4 -
Table 2: Pins 
Gate# Pin# 1/0 
G1 pl I 
G1 p2 
G1 p3 0 
G 2 pl I 
G 2 p2 I 
G2 p3 0 
G 3 pl I 
G3 p2 I 
G3 p3 0 
G3 p4 0 
Table 3: Links 
Wire# From To Parent 
wl G3 pl GI pl G3 
w2 G3 p2 G2 p2 G 3 
w3 G1 p3 G3 p3 G3 
\v4 G 2 p3 G3 p4 G3 
\v5 G1 1)3 G 2 p3 G3 
\v6 G 2 pl G1 p3 G3 
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In the case of Figure 2, we assume that 2-nand gates and wires are primiti 
objects that need not be redefined further. 
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INTERFACE AND IMPLEMENTATION 
The scheme presented earlier was capable of capturing the complex relationship 
between different attributes of a complex object. However, such a scheme when used 
in a design environment will have several shortcomings. For example, if another 
version of an object implementation is designed (a flip-flop with one of its wires 
re-routed), then it would entail storing all the information associated with the new 
version as well, much of which is a repetition of the data associated with the previous 
version. 
The second problem is in accessing the complex objects. The objects may be 
used in the design of other complex objects. In such cases, the information that is 
pertinent to the user are only a subset of the attributes of the object used. In general, 
the abstraction of the implementation is sufficient for a user to use a complex object. 
For example, in the case of integrated circuits, the pin configuration and electrical 
characteristics are sufficient for a designer to use a particular chip in a design. There­
fore, it may be unnecessary for a designer to view the complex object in its entirety 
which contains details outside the scope of his interest. The projection of the imple­
mentation of the complex object can be captured by the interface of the object. The 
interface is the abstraction of the implementation, and the object interacts with the 
external world (other objects) through the interface. 
Object interfaces can be viewed as the abstraction of the object implementa­
tion. Thus each object definition has two parts: the object interface and the object 
implementation. We now apply the concept of generalization abstraction to object 
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interfaces. In design databases, as we pointed out earlier, several versions of an object 
type may be designed (as design alternates or refinements). The different versions 
may have the same interface features and they differ only in the implementation spec­
ification. Thus the interfaces of different versions of the object may now be merged 
and represented by a single interface -  an object which holds data common to the 
different versions of the object. In Figure 3, for example, two versions of flip-flop, 
each with its own interface and implementation arc shown. Except for the routing 
of one of the wires, most of the features in both the objects are identical. Thus the 
common part of the attributes they share is extracted out and placed in the object 
"interface* while the individual versions retain the attributes that are not shared. 
The association between the implementation and the interface can be maintained 
by the relation '"version-ofwhich relates interface-types with its versions. In our 
work, this relation is denoted implicitly by including the column "Interface/Type"' 
with the table denoting the entity "version". It has to be noted that an interface 
of an object can itself be a complex oliject as it may have complex attriljutes. For 
example, the electrical characteristics of a gate can be represented by a set-valued 
attribute :"elcctrical-char." This complex attribute can i)e represented by a tal)le 
with a scheme (Char#, Char). 
Hierarchy of Interfaces 
.An object can be represented as the sum of its two parts: its interface, and its 
implementation. The objects that share the same interface but different implemen­
tation can be grouped together and the interface information is generalized resulting 
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in a class of interfaces. .411 implementations of an interface inherit all information 
of the interface. If one of the attributes of the interface changes, then it results in 
a new interface (class). However, in a design database designers often create several 
versions of design objects as design alternates and as design revisions, possibly with 
different interfaces as well resulting in a profusion of interface types. 
. \s pointed out in section 2, design data have to be represented in several levels of 
abstraction. In addition to the stability of the database, such structuring facilitates 
systematic database design, efficient implementation, and economy of storage. 
Two well known forms of data abstraction are aggregation and generalization 
[73]. .Aggregation abstraction referred to a form of abstraction where a relationship 
between a set of objects is viewed as a higher level object in which some of the details 
may be suppressed. For example the relationship between the entities Husband:.John, 
VVife:Mary, License-no: 1211 and DatetJune 1,1990 may be abstracted to 'marriage\ 
In generalization abstraction a set of similar objects are grouped into a generic object 
where the members of the set are instances of the generic object. For example, a set 
of married couples can be abstracted to a generic object 'couples',  where differences 
between individual members of the set are overlooked. The R-model exhibit both 
forms of abstractions. However the conventional R-model is insufficient to model 
complex objects. 
The interface concept is extended to a hierarchy of abstractions, where at each 
level objects that share the same attribute values arc grouped and represented as a 
single object at that level. Each class object (interface) inherits the attributes of the 
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class in the hierarchy above, of which it is a member. That is, class objects at each 
level is a generalization of the member objects. 
Attribute Types 
Entities are identified by the set of attributes associated with them. .As in the 
case of R-model, the E-R model allows atomic valued attributes in the relations. We 
distinguish the following attribute types associated with an object. (1) Inherited 
attributes: attributes inherited from its parent class. These are non-modifiable. (2) 
Machine assigned attributes; fixed and non-modifiable (e.g., version number, creation 
date). (. '}) Environment dependent attributes: .Attributes that are inherited from the 
environment. ( e.g. size of font in a text, location of a cell in VLSI circuit). ( I) Local 
attributes: These are version dependent attributes that are local to the version. 
The environment dependent attributes or parametric attributes can be associated 
with the interface resulting in a parametric interface or with a version resulting 
in a parametric version. In both cases, the domain of the parameter need to l)e 
specified. The attributes can then be used in the implementation as in the case of 
formal parameters in programming languages. This is further discussed in subsequent 
section. 
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Table 'I: Gate Interface 
Type# Desc (f [  .  .  .  0 M 
T1 2-nand • • * 
T2 flip-flop • • • 
T3 2-nor . . .  
INSTANTIATION 
Once an object is specified, then it can be used in the implementation of other 
objects by instantiating the object. Object instantiation allows for reusing or sharing 
of objects. .An instance of an object inherits all the attributes of the object version 
along with the attributes specified in the interface. In addition multiple instances 
of the same object may be instantiated in the design of a single complex object. 
Instances of an object version may have their own instance specific attributes that are 
assigned during instantiation of the objects. The difi 'erent instances are distinguished 
by associating an instance number along with the identifier sequence for the version 
number (interface name, version number). We assume that interface names are unique 
system-wide. Instances of object are related to the ol)jcct implementation by a "Inst" 
relationship which is in fact a ' is-a' relationship. The E-R diagram for a gate instance 
flip-flop is shown in Figure 4. 
Tables 4-8 show the instance relation for a flip-flop using two instances of a 
nand gate. 
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Table 5: Gate-version 
Type# Version# l>l ... bfji 
T1 VI 
T2 VI 
T3 V2 * • • 
Table 6: Table Gate-instance 
Type# Version # Instance# parent 
T1 VI g'l T2 VI 
T1 VI gi2 T2 VI 
T1 VI gil T2 V2 
T1 VI gi2 T2 V2 
Table 7: Pin-type 
Type# Pin# I/O 
T1 pi I 
Ti p2 I 
Ti p3 0 
T2 pi I 
T2 p2 I 
T2 P'-i 0 
T2 pi 
•• 
0 
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Table 8: Links 
wire# Parent From To 
Type Version Type Version Inst Pin Type Version Inst Pin 
wl T2 VI T2 VI - pi Tl vl K'l 1 
w2 T2 VI T2 VI - p2 TI vl gi2 2 
w3 T2 VI TI VI gil p.3 T2 VI - 3 
w4 T2 VI Ti VI Ri2 p3 T2 VI - 4 
W.5 T2 VI Tl VI gil p2 Tl VI Ri2 3 
w6 T2 VI Ti VI Si2 pi Tl VI gil 3 
Parametric Instantiation 
Object interfaces and implementation can be specified using objects that are 
supplied as parameters during instantiation. If an interface has a parameter, then it 
is said to be a parametric interface. Every implementation of the interface inherits 
the parameter that is supplied to the interface during instantiation. The parameters 
of the object can also be expressed in tables. 
.An implementation can also be parametrized if the implementation uses param­
eters in the design. The parameters are supplied when a version is instantiated. 
Figure 5 shows the K-R model of a parametric implementation. The relation 'Actu­
als'  and Formais' capture the association between the various instances of the objects 
involved. 
f ' igure 6 shows a specification of a flip-flop which uses two nand gates. The type 
of the parameters (interface) are specified while the actual version is left unspecified 
in the design. Users of the flip-flop implementation select a version of nand gate and 
create two instances of the nand gate and pass them as parameters to the instance 
of the flip-flop. This allows the users to create versions of objects that have required 
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Table 9: Formais 
Fp# used-by parameter-type 
Type Version 
fpl T2 V2 T1 
fp2 T2 V2 T1 
Table 10: Actuals 
Ap# Parent Used-by Parameter 
Type# Ver# Inst# Type# Ver# Inst# Type# Ver# Inst# 
apl 
ap2 
T1 
Tl 
VI 
VI 
gi3 
gi3 
T2 
T2 
V2 
V2 
gil 
gil 
Tl 
Tl 
VI 
VI gi3 
characteristics by using a small set of ' template' versions and a set of base objects 
that are passed on as parameters. To capture the information in Figure 5 the set of 
tables is augmented by Tables 9-10. 
Conditional Instantiation and La/y Evaluation 
In design environments, several design processes or activity may be in progress 
concurrently, co-operating to produce a final object. The final object is a composite 
of other complex objects, which may themselves be composite objects, thus resulting 
in a ' is-a-part-of hierarchy. Designers of higher level objects (objects at the top of 
the composition hierarchy tree) have to delay their design until the lower level objects 
they intend to use in their design are specified. For example if a designer wishes to 
use an object of type CI in his design, then he lias to wait for the correct version 
of the object G (the one with attributes that matches his specification) to become 
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available so that a copy of the circuit can be instantiated in his design. This disallows 
concurrent design activity at all levels of the composition hierarchy. 
Another problem with instances using explicit version name is the problem of 
inconsistency which arises when versions are modified or deleted. Due to the constant 
flux in the design databases, versions are periodically redesigned and new versions 
developed. Thus when composite objects are designed using instances of specific 
versions of other objects, if the object versions at lower level are modified then the 
composite object may not be consistent or correct. To maintain consistency of the 
composite objects, when an object 0 is modified, the changes have to be notified to 
other objects that use (he object 0 in their design. 
Let A be a composite object which has an instance of object B (refer to Figure 7). 
If the implementation of B is changed by its designer, then the design of object .4 
may not be consistent if the design was based on some of the attrib\ite values local to 
B. Two options have been suggested in literature for notification of change in design 
environments: flag based notification, and message based notification [20j. 
In both schemes, object .A has to respond to the changes in B by verifying the 
design of A and revising the design if necessary. If the design constraints do not allow 
change in the attributes then object A becomes invalid. If the changes in B are within 
the design constraints of A, then the changes in B are reflected in the new design 
of which has to be revised. This revision may result in changes in .\ 's attributes, 
necessitating A to notify (he changes to other objects that might use instances of A 
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in their design. 
The problems associated with modification of objects and change notification can 
be minimized or eliminated by using conditional instantiation. Under this scheme, ob­
jects can be instantiated without specifying the version explicitly. The instantiation 
is made by imposing constraints on the attribute values of the versions. Any version 
that meets the constraint can now be instantiated explicitly. Thus composite objects 
may be designed using objects that are still in the process of being implemented. The 
E-R diagram for conditional instantiation is shown in Figure 8. 
The process of assigning an explicit version name to a conditional instantiation is 
called 'pinning'. When an object is pinned, the constraints are evaluated to identify 
the exact version as and when required by the system. This can be done by performing 
a select on the attributes involved in the condition over the domain of (he object-
types involved. By keeping the versions un pinned, the implementations can remain 
current and unnecessary change notification/propagation messages and action can be 
avoided. 
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OPERATIONS ON COMPLEX OBJECTS 
A set of primitive operations are presented below using which other complex 
operations can be built.  The operations are classified into three groups: (1) operations 
on object interfaces,(2) operations on object versions, and (.3) operations on object 
instances. The operations assume the availability of templates or storage area in the 
user space which holds the object that is manipulated. In each of the operations, 
the system accesses the various relations (tables) involved to retrieve/store the tuples 
that constitute the complex object. The object structure (schema) is maintained in 
a database which is accessed first to obtain the set of tables that hold the complex 
object. 
Operations on Object Interfaces 
The following operations are informally defined on object interfaces. The param­
eter "T-set '  refers to the set of interfaces (super type) of which the interface under 
discussion (type) is a member. The user space that holds the interface is called 
T-tcmp, and the T# refers to the unique identifier for the interface. 
1. new-interface(T-set,T-temp): Install the new interface defined in T-lemp in the 
set specified and returns the T# assigned to the interface. 
2. read-interface(T/f,T-temp): Read the specified object interface into T-temp. 
3. delete-interface(T//); Delete the object interface from the corresponding I-set. 
Note that the deletion of an object interface may create orphans out of the 
object versions that use the interface. Therefore, in the event of deletion of 
object interface, all object versions of the interface have to be deleted as well. 
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Operations on Object Versions 
The operations allowed on object versions are listed below. The parameter V-
temp refers to the area in the user space that holds the object version; V# is the 
machine assigned version number, and T//^ is the interface identifier. 
1. create-version( T#,V-temp): Install the object version stored in V-temp as a 
version of interface T#; the call returns a version identifier V#. 
2. read-version(T//,V?lit,V-temp): Read the specified version of the interface into 
the user area V-temp. 
3. delete-version(T#,V#): Delete the named version from the set of versions of the 
object interface T#. .-\s in the case of object interfaces, deletion of a version 
may require deletion of all instances of the version in the database. 
4. update-version(T#,V#,V-temp): Replace the version V# with the new version 
in the V-temp. C'omposite objects that used the old version may now be in­
consistent due to the changes in the version. 
Operations on Instances 
The following set of operations are defined for the object instances, l lie user 
area used for storing object instances is named I-area The instance identifier is I#. 
1. install-instance(T//,V//,I-area): .Store the instance of the version that is in I-area. 
The call returns the identifier I# associated with the instance of the object. 
2. read-instance(T//.V//,!#, I-area): Read the specified instance into (he specified 
area. 
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3. delete-instance(T?^,V^,l^): Delete the specified instance of the object from the 
database. 
4. pin(T#,V#,l-area): Evaluate the conditions of instantiation of the object spec­
ified and instantiate the necessary parameters. 
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CONCLUSION 
Modeling concepts necessary for modeling complex objects - particularly, schemes 
necessary for storing data associated with design objects are presented. We use ex­
amples from VLSI and electronic circuits to illustrate the concepts. We propose the 
concepts of parametric versions that facilitates the reusability of a set of design ob­
jects - the parametric versions/ interfaces to obtain several versions or instances of 
the object type but with significantly difl 'erent characteristics. We also propose the 
concept of conditional instantiation which can be used to maintain integrity even in 
the presence of changes in object versions. 
In addition to the set of primitive operations suggested, a query language capable 
of supporting complex operations need to be developed to support the model. 
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Figure 2: Molecular aggregation of gate: Flip-Flop 
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Figure 5: Parametric implementation 
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Object P_flip-flop is_a T2 
version : V2 
local attributes: 
created-by : . . 
components : 
FPl : is.a T1; 
FP2 : is.a T1; 
relations ; 
wirel: From: self.pi; To: FPl.pl 
wire2: From: self.p2; To: FP2.p2 
wire3:.. 
end {object P.flip-flop} 
Object counter is.a T4 { T4 is an interface for a binary counter} 
version : VI 
local attributes: 
created-by : .. 
components : 
gi3: T2.V2(T1,VI.gil,T1.VI.gi2) {counter is the parent} 
{T2.V2 is a P.flip-flop ; Tl.Vl is a 2-nand } 
end {object counter} 
Figure 6: A Parametric flip-flop 
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Figure 8: Conditional instantiation 
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PART IV. 
CONCURRENCY CONTROL IN DESIGN DATABASES 
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ABSTRACT 
Transactions in design databases execute under an environment unlike conven­
tional transactions. In this paper two critical issues relevant to the long-running 
design transactions are considered. A data model for organizing the design data and 
concurrency control mechanism for managing the transactions are proposed. The 
design (project) transactions are composed of subtransactions which arc managed 
by the site where the project transactions are executed. While access (o the design 
objects are controlled by the access protol based on locking, they are not necessar­
ily two-phased - only the access to the composite object hierarchy are serialized by 
following a tree protocol. The design database manages and controls the (op level 
project transactions. A new type of transaction called the hypothetical transaction is 
proposed. These are used by the designers to explore alternate designs and may fail 
with high probability. Therefore, they are supported with minimal overhead. The 
hypothetical transactions can be upgraded to a regular transaction under certain 
situations. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we propose a transaction management scheme for design databases, 
intended for engineering applications such as CAD/CAM, VLSI design, and software 
development. Transactions exhibit properties that are useful in design databases: 
object consistency in the presence of failures and interleaved concurrent transaction 
executions [33j. However, the general model of transactions as proposed by Gray 
and others cannot be directly applied to design operations or design transactions 
jSj. There are two serious limitations in applying the conventional transaction model 
which are developed for business applications, to design databases: 
1. Type of data :  Conventional databases are characterized by a small number of 
large files of homogeneous data records, whereas in design databases the design 
artifacts are composed of heterogeneous records. 
2. Type of transactions: In conventional data processing applications, transactions 
run for short durations (seconds or minutes), while design processes are usually 
long lasting executing for several hours or days. This leads to reduced concur-
rency.increased probability of deadlocks and consecjuently, reduced throughput. 
In this paper, we propose a model to organize design artifacts for elRcient manipula­
tion and also suggest a mechanism for managing transactions in design databases. 
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
The design environment consists of a central database (also called public database) 
that is shared by all the users. The database is connected to a set of workstations 
and compute servers such as special purpose vector processors and graphics hardware, 
through a high speed local area network (LAN). Design transactions are executed on 
the workstations which have windowing facility and can concurrently execute several 
transactions. The workstations have their own local databases, which are used to 
store local data and also for caching design objects that have been checked out from 
the public database, as shown in Figure 1. 
Public 
Database 
WSl 
Object 
Vlanagci 
-0 WSn 
Printers 
WSm 
WS : Workstation 0 Local Database 
Figure 1: The Design Environment 
Design transactions, initiated from the workstations, are modeled as a set of 
transactions, possibly nested, called project transactions. Each project transaction 
represents a set of activities that may be modeled by a set of conventional trans­
actions. However, design processes need to co-operate and communicate with each 
other; they may need to interact in an arbitrary fashion. The conventional tree-like 
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nested hierarchy suggested by [60] is not sufficient to model such behavior; serializ-
ability requirement imposed on conventional transaction model may be unnecessarily 
restrictive in the design environment [34, 30, 57]. In this paper, we do not spec­
ify any concurrency control mechanism needed for the subtransactions of a project 
transaction. We merely point out that the conventional approach - serializability- is 
inadequate and other approaches such as those suggested [30, 57] will be necessary. 
In this paper, we assume that a set of related activities operate under auspice 
of a project transaction. The transaction manager associated with the project trans­
action is responsible for managing the requests of all the subtransactions belonging 
to the project transaction. It is also the responsibility of the transaction manager 
to maintain the consistency of the data items that are manipulated by nil the sub-
transactions belonging to the project transactions. The data objects in the public 
database are assumed to be consistent before the execution of a project transaction 
Tpj\ after the execution of the public database has to maintain its consistency, 
in the presence of other project transactions T^^j.. .  Tpj}. 
Design objects that are used by the transactions are 'checked out'  of the public 
database and placed in the local database where they can be accessed by all subtrans­
actions that belong to the same project. The objects that are in the private database 
belonging to a project transaction are then 'checked-in' into the public database after 
the completion of the project transaction. 
The design objects that are in the public database are shared by all the users 
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in the system. The project transactions on the workstations connected to the public 
database access the shared design objects. Concurrency control has to be provided 
to allow interleaved access to the shared objects by the project transactions. The 
next section deals with the data model for the design objects. The mechanism for 
concurrency control is provided in the subsequent sections. 
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DESIGN OBJECT MODEL 
A design object consist of a set of attribute values and is treated as a single 
entity at some level of abstraction in a design environment. The attributes them­
selves may be atomic (elementary data types such as integer, character), or a set 
of other attribute values. For example, a VLSI circuit can be treated as a design 
object, which is in turn composed of other basic circuits. A complex design object 
may be designed in stages using simpler objects. A designer may design the ba­
sic building blocks which can then be used in the design of more complex objects. 
This approach, called bottom-up design, is natural and is prevalent in design envi­
ronments. Thus the representation of design objects have to be stratified- allowing 
for access and manipulation of data at different levels of abstraction. Design ob­
jects cannot i)e represented by a simple scheme used in conventional databases such 
as the Relational model with tuples of atomic attributes (First Normal form or INF). 
The inability of the Relational model, in its current form, to capture complex 
objects is one of the limitations of the model. Several extensions have been proposed 
to the Relational model [."ifi,  22]. Researchers have also attempted to model complex 
objects using E-R modeling technique jl!)j in which the complex object can be decom­
posed into a hierarchy of relations [10]. Other attempts at modeling complex objects 
include non-first normal forms (NF") [2j and object-oriented approaches [21. 10]. 
These approaches tend to reduce the semantic gap between the data model and the 
world that is being modeled. In recent years object-oriented programming has been 
receiving considerable attention. Several object-oriented databases have either been 
built or under development [2!), IG, It!]. Object-oriented approach appears to offer 
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some advantages over other models [58j. Although there is considerable experimental 
work in the area of object-oriented databases and the field is rapidly evolving, two 
important issues remain: (1) the lack of a common data model, and (2) the lack of 
formal foundation unlike the Relational model [4]. 
Object Interface and Iniplenientation 
We model design artifacts as complex objects - objects with complex attributes. 
The design object is composed of two parts - the object interface, and the object 
implementation. The interface of an object captures the common features of a set of 
object implementations and can be considered as an abstraction of the implementa­
tion. Objects that have different implementations hut share an interface are called 
versions of the object. We associate a type with an interface. The attributes of an 
object are dependent on the implementation and the interface. The implementations 
have the attributes specified in their interface as well and the notion is similar to the 
inheritance property associated with objects in object-oriented systems (OOS). The 
concept of interface can be extended by defining an interface for a set of interfaces 
- extracting out the common features or attributes of a set of interfaces and placing 
them in another super-interface, resulting in a hierarchy of interfaces. While the 
modeling is akin to the class hierarchy in object-oriented systems it is not restricted 
to 'objects'  in oi)ject-oriented systems. Complex object representation using tables 
of tuples have been proposed in [56, :)T, lOj. 
Design of an object involves the specification of the implementation and its in­
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terface. If a similar object exists in the database, then, only the implementation need 
to be designed as an interface of the object already exists in the database. Imple­
mentations of the same interface, also referred to as versions, are design alternates or 
revisions of previous implementations. When a version of an interface is designed and 
placed in the database, the new version inherits all the attributes that are exported 
by all the ancestors of the new version in the interface subtree. 
•Associated with every interface with descendants is a special descendant marked 
as the default interface or implementation. When only one descendant exists, then 
it is the default descendant. The latest descendant can be assigned as the default 
or alternatively the most stable node can be assigned as the default. During design 
process, objects may be selected either by (implicit) interface name alone or by (ex­
plicit) version name. Thus, when a descendant need to be selected by the parent, 
due to implicit naming, the default descendant is selected. This is further explained 
in the section under composite objects. 
Instances 
Once an object is designed, I hen instances of the object can be created and used. 
Instances of an object arc related to the object versions (implementations) through 
the is-an-instance-of relation; it  inherits all the attributes of the implementation and 
its interfaces. Several instances of an object may exist and can be distinguished by 
their instance/version/type names. Instances of an object may have some attributes 
that are local to the instances and are assigned during instantiation, and thus may 
differ from one another. For example, in the case of a VLSI design library, a version 
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of a gate may be fully specified; when the gate is used (instantiated) in some other 
design, the instance object will be assigned its own X and Y co-ordinates in the new 
design and may differ from another instance of the same gate version. 
The interface, the implementations (versions), and the instances induce three 
orthogonal hierarchies. The nested interface description of an object induces an 
interface hierarchy- a rooted tree with leaves as object implementation. The arcs 
along the tree correspond to the is-a relationship. The implementations of the object 
results in a version hierarchy (in case of revisions, the versions hierarchy is referred to 
as the history). The versions can be revisions of existing implementations, or design 
alternates. The versions of an implementation are distinguished by version numbers. 
The points on the instance-version plane (Figure 2) shows instances of a complex 
object. 
Interface Hierarchy 
A Interface 
ImpIemenUtion 
Version Hierarchy 
Instance 
Instance Hierarchy 
Figure 2: Design Object Hierarchy 
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Composite Objects 
A complex object is an object with complex attributes (sets or tuples). In design 
environments, the design objects are often designed in a hierarchical fashion by first 
designing simple objects whose instances are used in the design of other complex 
design objects, resulting in another hierarchy - the composite object hierarchy. A 
composite object is a complex object which is composed of other complex objects 
which may or may not be composite objects. A composite object is specified through 
the object interface, and the composite object implementation. The implementation 
part consists of instances of the components and relations that are used to connect 
the components. The components are related to the composite object through is-a-
parl-of relation. 
Examples of an interface, implementation and a composite object are given in 
Figures 3 and 4. In the interface description of the nand gate, the attributes 'author' 
and 'date' are local to the interface and are not inherited by the descendants of the 
interface (implementations and their instances). , \n implementation of the nand gate 
is object 'V T; it inherits the attributes 'pins' and 'electrical-char' from its interface. 
In addition, the implementation has its own attributes (date, author, length, width 
etc.) Once an implementation is specified, then instances of the object can be created 
and used elsewhere. Each of the instances will inherit all the exported attributes of 
the implementation and its interface hierarchy. 
Object P-flip-flop in Figure 4 and .3 is a composite object that uses two in­
stances of the nand gate. One of the instances, NCJl, is instantiated by a gcncrtc 
I l l  
iiistantiating template; it  is instantiated without explicitly specifying the version of 
the implementation. The intention is that the designer of P-flip-flop is not concerned 
with the local attributes of the implementation of the nancl gate. Therefore, the sys­
tem selects a default version of the implementation (which may be the latest version 
of the implementation). In the case of the second instance, NG2, the version of the 
implementation that is used is explicitly named (VI). If generic templates are used, 
the local attributes of the specific implementation are hidden from the composite and 
are not available to the composite object. For example, the attribute elcctrical-cliarS 
associated with the default version is not seen by the composite object P-flip-flop. 
The complex attribute "components'  is set valued -set of gate instances- elements 
of which are complex objects. Every instance of the complex object P-flip-flop creates 
two new instances of nand gate. The instances of the components can be traced 
from the parent object through their instance numbers assigned during instantiation. 
The design objects are placed in a central database shared in a convenient form. 
Concurrency control aspects are discussed in the subsequent sections. 
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Interface nemd is_a gate {interface 'gate' has been specified} 
'/.author : . . . {local attribute of the interface} 
'/.date : . . . 
no-pins: {all versions of the gate have the same number of pins} 
pins : 
pi:... {input/output , the location,...} 
p2:.. , , 
electrical-char: .. 
end {interface nemd} 
Implementation VI is_a nand.gate 
'/.author 
'/.date 
length; .. 
width: .. 
elect-char2:... 
end {implementation VI} 
Figure I^xainple of an interface and an Implementation 
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Implementation P-flip-flop is_a INT-FF {INT-FF is the interface } 
*/,author : ... 
'/.date : .... 
components: {NGl emd NG2 are instances of nand gates } 
NGl : is.instance nand.gate 
{NGl is an instance of default version of nand} 
NG2 : is_instance VI.nand.gate 
{NG2 is an instance of version VI.nand} 
{Wires are modeled as relations so that an existential 
constraint can be placed on them} 
relations : 
wirel: From: self.pins.pl; To: NGl.pins.pl 
wire2: From; self.pins.p2; To: NG2.pins.p2 
wire3:.. 
end {object P-flip-flop} 
Figure 1: Example of a composite object 
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Gate 
Nand 
Instancc-of 
Is-a-part-of 
Indirect Descendant 
NG2 NGl 
VI V2 (Default) 
INT-FF 
p-nip-fiop 
^ y : Interface | | : Implementation 
Figure 5: Interfaces, Implementation, Instances and Composite Objects 
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OPERATIONS ON COMPLEX OBJECTS 
Project transactions issue queries to the public database to request access to the 
nodes in the object hierarchy. The nodes in the object hierarchy can be an interface, 
an implementation, or an instance of an object. The set of operations on the nodes 
are: 
1. Read interface: The attributes of an interface may be read through a query of 
the form "Select all interfaces of . . .  such that .. .". 
2. Modify interfaces: The attributes of the interface may be modified by a (juery 
of the form "Update the attributes of.. . .  as . . .". 
3. Add new interface: A new interface can he added to the datal)ase by a query 
of the form "Place the interface...  under .. . .". 
I. Read implementation: A transaction may read the attributes of an implemen­
tation through a query of the form " Select implementations of . . .  such that 
Ô. Modify implementation: The attributes that are local to an implementation 
may be modified by a (piery of the form " Update the implementation of...  as 
f). .Add new implementations: New versions of an object implementation may be 
added by a query of the form "Place the implementation... .  as a version of . . .". 
7. iiead instances; The attribtites of instances can be read by a (piery of the form 
"Select instances of.. . .  such that ". 
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8. Modify instances: The local attributes of an instance can be modified by a 
query "Update the instances of . . .  such that 
9. Add instances: New instances of an object can be added to the database 
through queries of the form "Place the instance .. . .  as an instance of 
10. Delete Implementation: .An implementation can be selected and removed from 
the database by a query of the form "Delete implementation .. .  
11. Delete Instances: set of instances can be selected and deleted from the 
database by a query of form "Delete instances of . . . .  such that 
In addition to the operations discussed above, composite objects can also be accessed 
to be read or modified. The discussion of operations on composite objects is deferred. 
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CONCURRENCY CONTROL 
When a node in the object hierarchy is selected for access either in the shared 
mode or exclusive mode a lock is placed on the object in the public database and a 
copy of the object is sent to the site where the transaction is invoked. This model of 
computation is called the fixed action model, where the data objects migrate to the 
site where the transaction is executing. In conventional databases, the transaction 
model is called the fixed object model; transactions when accessing data residing at 
different sites create subtransactions that migrate to the site of the data object. In 
both schemes, concurrency control has to be maintained to ensure consistency of data 
objects. The protocol necessary for accessing the objects are discussed below. 
Lock Protocol 
•Ml project transactions maintain check-out and check-in procedures. The trans­
actions check-out objects that need to be manipulated - locks are placed on the object 
in appropriate mode, a copy of the object is made and sent to the transaction manager 
requesting the object. .After completion of the design process, the transaction checks-
in the data. A transaction can check-in the data at any time during its execution. 
Once a data object is checked-in, then it becomes available for other transactions to 
check-out. Thus, if a project transaction aborts after checking-in some of the design 
objects it created, then it may not undo the efTects of the transaction fully. That is, 
only level two consistency criteria is satisfied as described in [. 'Mj. We require project 
transactions to be units of consistency and not necessarily units of recoverability. 
13y not requiring two phased locking (check-out/check-in) and by allowing access to 
objects that are checked-in by transactions that have not yet committed, we do not 
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force transactions to wait for other transactions to commit. When a transaction fails, 
this can avoid cascaded aborts. 
Locking Modes 
Whenever shared objects are to be accessed by different transactions concur­
rently, it  is necessary to control access to the shared objects in order to maintain 
object consistency. Two modes of locking are prevalent :  shared mode lock in which, 
multiple transactions can have the object locked in shared mode, and exclusive mode 
lock where only one transaction is allowed to lock the object in exclusive mode. In 
the object hierarchy, the nodes are related to their parent by the 'is-a' relation. Thus, 
all nodes of a rooted tree can be treated as a part of a single relation. When a node 
in the object hierarchy is accessed by a transaction, it is necessary to ensure that the 
components that are related to the node are not modified by other transactions that 
are executing concurrently. To this end, the relevant parts of the object hierarchy 
need to be locked in appropriate mode. When nodes of the object hierarchy are 
locked other issues have to be considered. They are summarized below. 
1. The number of locks that arc placed to access an object need to be minimized 
to improve the efficiency of the system. 
2. The locking scheme should not be unnecessarily restrictive; when possible trans­
actions should be allowed concurrent access. 
The scheme should be simple to implement. 
. \n object may be locked in one of the following modes: 
( I ) Read lock (It). 
(2) Write lock (VV), 
(3) Modify lock (M), 
(4) Append lock (A), 
(5) Outdated lock (OD), 
(6) Intend Read lock (IR), and 
(7) Intend Write lock(IW). 
Intend read lock (IR), intend write lock (IW) and append locks (A) can i)e applied 
only on object interfaces. 
Read Interface : When an interface bit has to he read, a read lock is placed on the 
interface and all the nodes belonging to the subtree rooted at In. down to the 
implementation are locked in IR mode. The instances belonging to the stibtree 
are not locked. When a set of interfaces are to be locked, then the node that 
is the common parent of the interfaces to be selected is locked in Intend Read 
mode. The nodes of the subtree locked in IR mode may now be selected and 
locked in R mode. 
Write Interface : .An object is write locked if it  has to be modified. When an 
interface has to be modified two options are available. The first option updates 
the interface and over writes I  lie interface; the descendants of the interface 
(other interfaces, implementations and instances) now may become inconsis­
tent with the interface that is being modified and may need to be recompiled 
or redesigned. If this is the case, then e.xplicit Modify locks (M lock) are issued 
on all the descendants of the interface (interfaces and implementations only). 
The time of last modification is updated to refiect the modification. 
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In the second case, modification of the interface results in the creation of a new 
version of the interface; the previous version is not over written. However, there 
is a subtle difference between creation of a new version and revision. When a 
totally new version of an interface is created in a design scheme, both the new 
and the old versions co-exist in the design database. The new version is treated 
as a design alternate or another 'model'  of the same family. Both versions 
become available for use in the design process; implementation and instances 
can be designed using either versions. However, in the case of revision, while 
both interfaces co-exist, no new nodes can be added to the subtree under the 
node that has been modified. .Ml the nodes of the subtree under the node that 
has undergone modification are locked in OD mode. The OD lock is maintained 
by a single bit associated with the objects. Figure 6 shows the two cases. 
Select a set of Interfaces/Implementations :  Intend read and Intend write locks 
are used to lock an interface node when several of its immediate descendents 
may be selected and locked in either Read or Write mode. That is, an implicit 
Read/Write lock is issued on the immediate descendents. This is done to avoid 
unnecessary rollback or aborting of transactions. In schemes involving hierar­
chically organized data objects, j. '}2] locks are propagated to I lie root. However, 
we envision that in a design database, most of the operations would involve 
data objects close to the leaves of the tree hierarchy. (Consequently, the pro­
posed scheme offers the advantage of using less locks. Meanwhile, it  also offers 
a compromise by propagating the lock to the parent so that conflicts can be 
detected earlier. 
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Add an Interface/Implementation :  When a new node is to be added to an in­
terface of an implementation, the interface or the implementation has to be 
append locked. Append lock prevents other transactions from modifying the 
interface. In addition, adding of a new descendent node may necessitate some 
modifications to the local attributes of the parent (e.g., the latest version num­
ber). Therefore, the append operations have to be serialized. 
Recompile an Interface/Implementation :  When an object has been marked 
with modified lock, it  has to be recompiled or redesigned to make it consistent 
with the modified ancestor. The compilation process has to start at the node 
immediately below the node that was last written into (the one that underwent 
the latest modification). That is, a write lock is granted to a node whose 
parent is not locked in modified mode. The subtree that is affected can now 
be progressively updated from top-to-bottom order to reflect the change. The 
modified lock is maintained by a single bit associated with an object. The bit 
is set when an object above it in the hierarchy is written into. Timestamps 
associated with the object are used to maintain and clear the modified lock. 
When the last-modified-time of the descendant TMj^ ., _ TM,,/;,-.  the last-
modified-time of the parent, the modified lock is cleared. .Also, note that when 
new descendent s are added to an object, only the local attributes are modified 
and therefore, the last-modified-time is unaffected. 
Read/ Write Inipienientation When an implementation is read or written, its 
instances in the hierarchy tree are not locked in any mode. However, it  is nec­
essary to verify that the parent interface of the implementation has not been 
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locked in modified mode. If an implementation is modified, then as in the case 
of interfaces two options are available: over-write the old interface setting the 
modified \ock and the last-modified-time, and creation of a new version, setting 
outdated \ock on the previous version. The effect of these locks on instances are 
discussed when operations on instances are explained. 
When modifications to a default implementation is made, the instances that 
are direct instances of the implementation are modified locked or locked in out­
dated mode. However, in the case of revision, the instances that are indirect 
descendants are assigned to the new version of the implementation (which now 
becomes the default version); in the case of over-write, the instances are unaf­
fected. 
Delete Iinplcniciitation When an implementation is deleted, all direct instances of 
the interface arc locked with M-Iock and their parent is set to null. Thus when 
the instances are accessed, the modified lock along with null parent indicate 
that the instances are not valid. If the deleted implementation is (he default 
version for the interface above, then a new default is assigned to the interface, 
and all indirect instances that were the descendants of the implementation that 
is deleted are assigned to the new interface. 
Read Instances :  When an instance of an implementation has to i)e read, read lock 
is set on the implementation of which it is an instance. However, if the last-
modified-time of the implementation is more recent than the last-modified-time 
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of the instance, the read lock is not allowed. 
Write Instances :  When an instance has to modified, the implementation that is 
associated with the instance is locked in intend write mode. If the interface 
has been locked in outdated mode, than the write locks are disallowed. The 
instance selected to be modified is locked in write mode and the object can 
be checked-out. When the instance is checked-in after modification, if the 
instance had been marked with modified lock, it  is cleared. Only the local 
attributes are allowed to be modified; attributes that are inherited from the 
implementation/interface hierarchy cannot be modified. 
Delete Instances If an instance is to be deleted, then there are two cases to con­
sider. If the deleted instance is an independent object and not a part of a 
composite object, then the set of tuples corresponding to the instance are re­
moved. If the instance is a composite object, then its components need to 
be deleted too. Since, there could be a large composite object hierarchy, all 
instances of all the components belonging to the hierarchy are not recursively 
deleted immediately. The immediate component instances are marked 'deleted". 
The object itself is deleted when all its components are actually deleted. 
The compatibility matrix of the locks are show in Table 1 where a y 's uded to 
denote compatibility. 
Lock Upgrade 
It may i)e necessary for a transaction to first acepiire a lock in a particular mode 
aiul then later decide to upgrade the lock to a more restrictive mode. For example. 
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Wntc-Lock 
Wntc-Lock 
M-lock M-lock 
Od-lock Od-lock 
V OD-lock OD-lock » M-lock M-lock / 
Interface 
Over-write Revision 
Figure 6: Modification of an Object 
Table I: Compatibility Matrix 
RL WL IR IW M A OD 
RL y X y v/ X y v/ 
WL X X X X N/ X X 
IR y X y y y y y 
IW y X v/ y X y X 
M X y y X y X y 
A v/ X y v/ X X X 
OD y X y X y X y 
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a transaction may first acquire a write lock on an object interface. This results in 
modified locks being placed on all its descendents. The transaction can request write 
locks on the descendents which have been previously locked in modified mode. In 
this case the write locks are also granted on the descendants. 
The operations that have been defined on the complex objects are on objects 
that were assumed to be independent - not made up of other complex objects. In 
case of composite objects, other considerations arise. These are discussed in the next 
section. 
Operations on Composite Objects 
In the case of non composite objects, object instances are only related to their 
implementation through the is-an-instancc-of relation, which has attribute inheri­
tance property that has been discussed earlier. Composite object instances inherit 
the attributes of their interface hierarchy, and the implementation. The implemen­
tation of a composite object is composed of local components and instances of other 
complex objects ( relations, components in Figure 4). That is, in the case of composite 
objects, an instance of an object can be related to an instance of another composite 
object through a is-a-part-of relation. While the local part of a composite object 
is accessible only through the composite object implementation, the components are 
accessible through the implementation/interface hierarchy associated with the com­
ponents. Therefore, it  is necessary to ensure that two different transactions do not 
access the object instances through the two difl 'erent hierarchies in conflicting modes 
leading to an inconsistent state. 
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Reading Composite Objects Let a composite object 0^ be composed of 
instances of objects 0;, and Oc, then when an instance of the object Od is read, it  is 
necessary to maintain the consistency of the components and 0^. That is, when a 
transaction is accessing an instance of Oa, no other transaction is allowed to affect the 
attributes of instances 0/, and 0^. This is achieved by locking the implementations of 
the components of the composite object in Read mode. Locking of implementations 
of the components will permit other transactions to read the instances of the compo­
nents, but will prohibit modifications to the interfaces, implementation and instances 
of the components. When a composite object instance is locked in write mode, then 
the component instances are locked in write mode and their implementation is locked 
in read mode. This prevents simultaneous updates of the components through the 
different hierarchies. 
In addition, we need to ensure that the composite object 0,i is still  current. Since 
the design of the composite object Oa, the components and Oc may have been 
modified. Therefore the components of the composite objects have to be inspected. 
.Also, if any part of the instantiating template has a modified lock set, then the object 
has to be recompiled. However, if the instantiation is through generic template, (such 
as NGl in Figures l and .5), then it may not be necessary to recompile the instance. 
Modification to Components When interfaces or implementations of an 
object that are used in the design of a composite object are modified, then it may 
be necessary to redesign or recompile the composite object. As in the case of write 
on interfaces, two alternatives are available: (I) setting of M lock, and (2) setting 
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of outdated lock. In the case of M lock on instances of components, the composite 
object instance has to be rewritten to reflect the changes. However, if an OD lock 
is set, then the composite object is allowed to exist; but no new instances of the 
composite object are allowed. 
If the changes are made only on the implementation (as is often the case in design 
environments), then the situation is difi 'erent. If the instances of the components are 
instantiated through the interfaces (generic instantiating templates), then the changes 
to the implementation do not affect the composite object. Under such circumstances, 
the instances of the components are not marked with M locks. 
Atomic Subtrees (AST) 
It has been pointed out that objects in the interface/implementation hierarchy 
can be locked and released by project transactions in an arbitrary fashion, as long 
as the locking protocols are followed. That is, no effort at maintaining serializability 
of project transactions is attempted. The argument is that the project transactions 
themselves are composed of transactions that change the database state from one 
consistent state to another. In case of nested transactions, the concurrency control 
is the responsibility of the transaction manager and the local database manager as­
sociated with the local database on the workstations where the design objects are 
cached. If an object is checked in by a transaction T,, then it can be checked-out by 
another transaction Tj. even before Ty commits. Also, after checking-in an object, a 
transaction can check-out another complex object. That is, project transactions do 
not follow two-phased locking protocol. 
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However, in the case of composite object hierarchy, this cannot be applied. For 
example, consider the composite object OQ ,  composed of instances 0^ and 0^. The 
objects are interdependent; modifications to the composite object OQ affect the com­
ponents 0/, and Ot-. Consider the following sequence of events involving transactions 
Ti and T.). 
1. Tj reads components 0/, and Oc-
2. T2 modifies 0,i and checks-in On-
T2 chccks-oiit objects 0^ and Oc-
•1. Tj reads the new version of object 0,j.  
Transaction T| will find the composite object to be inconsistent with the compo­
nents. Thus, the composite object subtree has to be treated as a single object and 
operations on its components should be atomic. Objects that do not belong to the 
same composite hierarchy tree can be treated independently. Thus, the composite 
object hierarchy induces a partition on the set of nodes in the hierarchy. The set 
of nodes belonging to a composite object tree forms an atomic object and the sub­
tree is called an atomic sublrec (,\.ST). A similar notion, applicable to conventional 
databases, referred to as atomic data sets has been proposed in [71]. It can be shown 
that if access to .ASTs in a database are serializable, then the database remains in a 
consistent state. Therefore we require transactions that access the composite objects 
to be serialized. The protocol for accessing composite object is given below: 
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Protocol for Accessing Composite Objects 
Let 0 = (oj,. . . ,07j) be the data entities. Without loss of generality, assume 
that the data entities are arranged in a linear order o|  < og < . . .  •; on)- If the 
transactions are allowed access to the entities only in the order they are arranged, 
then the transactions can be serialized. This is called Path Protocol [62j. Now, 
note that the nodes of the atomic subtrees are arranged in the order induced by the 
parent-child relationship. .\ generalization of the path protocol called Tree Protocol 
[62. 72] can he applied to the atomic subtrees. The protocol for the atomic subtrees 
is presented Ijelow. 
1. .Any node of a composite object subtree can be locked first.  
2. If two nodes of a subtree are to be locked, then their common ancestor has to 
be locked (locking protocol of complex object still  hold). 
3. Locks can be placed on the tree from root-to-leaf order only. 
4. If a lock on a node is released, then it cannot be locked again. 
The protocol ensures serializability of transactions that access an .ADS. The 
object manager associated with the public database maintains the lock and enforces 
the protocols. 
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HYPOTHETICAL TRANSACTIONS 
In design databases, transactions do not necessarily create new design object 
that are used by other transactions. Often, designers try out new designs in an at­
tempt to test out new or different schemes or ideas. The results of such transactions 
are never observed by other project transactions. The objects that result from such 
transactions need not be stored in the database permanently. One could consider 
such transactions as those transactions that always abort. We call such transac­
tions hypothetical transactions. Hypothetical transactions have also been discussed 
by Garza and Kim in [321. In their scheme, the hypothetical transactions always 
abort. Whereas, we allow a transaction that started as a hypothetical transaction 
to upgrade its status to a regular transaction whose effects can be observed by other 
transactions. 
Hypothetical Locks 
When a hypothetical transaction IIT,- is initiated, it is assigned a time-stamp 
(ts^j which acts as a uni(|ue identifier. Unique names can be established for every 
project transactions by the scheme suggested by Reed in [fiTj. .Ml lock re(|uests of 
hypothetical transactions are immediately granted. The data manager keeps track 
of the locks on the objects and the transaction that requested the lock. The type of 
locks available for hypothetical transactions are :  H-read (HR), HI -read (HIR), II-
write (HW), Il-append (HA), H-modify (HM), and H-outdated (HOD). The locks do 
not conflict with any other locks issued to other transactions and therefore they are 
always granted. That is, hypothetical transactions act as if they are executing alone. 
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However, within the context of a hypothetical transaction, the operations follow the 
lock protocols described earlier. For example, if an interface In is modified and if 
/n's descendents are locked in H-modified mode, then the hypothetical transaction 
cannot request H-read lock on any of /k 's  descendents. 
When a hypothetical transaction commits (terminates), all locks are released and 
all objects that were created by the hypothetical transaction arc discarded. However, 
during the course of the hypothetical transaction, the designer may find the result of 
the design process acceptable, and may wish to make the effects of the transaction 
permanent. That is. the hypothetical transaction is to be made into a regular project 
transaction. The protocol necessary for such a conversion is discussed next. 
Lock Upgrade 
When a hypothetical transaction HTj decides to upgrade to a regular project 
transaction, it first sends an Upgrade(id) request to the public database's object man­
ager. where id is the unique identifier of the transaction requesting the upgrade. Note 
that the unique id can be formed by concatenating a sufficiently long bit se<|uence rep­
resenting the start time of the transaction with the site number. Let the time-stamp 
associated with the hypothetical transaction HTj be ts_, and let the time-stamp as­
sociated with the I pgrade recjuest be ts;-. The Upgrade request of the hypothetical 
transaction HT|, can be allowed or disallowed. If the request is allowed, HTj will 
be upgraded to a regular transaction and is allowed to commit, making permanent 
the changes it has made to the public database. It is now necessary to place HTj in 
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Figure 7: Conflict Diagram 
the serial history of other project transactions. 
To serialize the hypothetical transaction, it  is necessary to ensure that by up­
grading HTj to a regular transaction, (1) the transactions that have been committed 
are not affected, and (2) other regular project transactions that are currently execut­
ing are unaffected. 
The protocol can be informally explained using the following scenario. Let T, 
be a transaction that was active at tsg, the start time of the hypothetical transaction 
HT%. Let the set of objects that were locked in W-mode, M-mode or OD-mode by 
Tj be Oyjij.  If transaction HTj was invoked as a regular project transaction, then it 
would not have read or written any of the objects 6 Oj until after Tj committed or 
checked-in the objects. Similarly, let the set of objects that were locked in W-mode, 
M-mode or OD-mode by HTj be Oy,^j, and the set of objects that are locked by 
HTj in R-mode and W-mode be Let Tj be a transaction that has started 
before tsr. Then it follows that, if HTj had been a regular transaction, then T^ 
would not have locked any object € ^xvH\ R-mode or W-mode, until after the 
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objects were released by HT^. Let the set of objects that are locked by T^- in R-mode 
or VV-mode be Then, it follows that if fl = 0, HTj will not 
affect the transaction (see Figure 7). Similarly, if (1 = 0, then 
allowing the upgrade will not affect other transactions that are executing. Note that 
it is not necessary to compute the set It is sufficient to compute the set 
and verify that none of the objects have been written by a transaction after tsg. In 
case of a conflict, the upgrade request is denied and the hypothetical transaction is 
allowed to abort. 
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DEADLOCK AND RECOVERY 
The design database may fail due to hardware failures, software module fail­
ure or other events such as power interruptions. In our discussion we consider only 
failures due to transaction aborts. We treat the failure of the site associated with 
a transaction t,  as the failure of the transaction t, ' .  Transactions can abort due to 
site failures (as discussed above), communication failures, software errors or due to 
deadlocks. Two transactions ty and are deadlocked if ty wails for Ij  to release an 
object while Ij  waits for ty to release an object B. In dynamic locking schemes, 
deadlock prol)ability is proportional to the fourth power of the transaction execution 
time [35]. Thus, considering the long duration of design transactions, deadlock prob­
ability is considerably higher. 
In our environment, the design objects are arranged hierarchically, and follow 
the path/tree protocol in the case of composite objects. The tree protocol is free from 
deadlocks [621. Consequently transactions accessing the composite object hierarchy 
arc never deadlocked. Even in the case of the interface/implementation hierarchy, 
one would expect transactions to restrict access to a subtree of the hierarchy, thereby 
eliminating the problem of deadlock. However, it  is possible for transactions to access 
objects in a conflicting fashion resulting in a deadlock. In such an event, a deadlock 
detection mechanism is necessary to resolve the deadlock. The lock-manager will 
keep track of the lock requests of transactions, and in case of inordinate wait, can 
invoke one of the deadlock schemes suggested in [48]. When a deadlock is detected, 
one or more transactions involved in the deadlock may be aborted. In this case, the 
locks are reset and the database has to be recovered to a consistent state. 
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Recovery of data objects are achieved by shadowing', when write locks are re­
quested (when objects are checked-out), a copy of the object is made and the copy is 
sent to the node requesting the object and the original object is retained. Thus, abor­
tion of a transaction involves merely removal of all locks issued by the transaction. 
In case the aborted transaction has already checked-in new versions of objects, they 
are retained. As we have pointed out earlier, only consistent objects are checked-in 
by transactions, and therefore they need not be undone. That is, project transac­
tions are not units of recovery; the local site maintains sufficient log information to 
restart the project transaction from the point of failure, if necessary. We place, on 
the project transaction manager, the responsibility of logging and checking of con­
sistency of objects that are checked-in. This allows the central database to provide 
a high degree of availability and concurrency while allowing the project transactions 
to provide their own concurrency control mechanism that may he necessary. 
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CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we presented a scheme for organizing complex data objects in a 
form suitable for design databases. By stratifying design data into a hierarchy of in­
terfaces and implementation, we allow for concurrent access to different parts of the 
data, while avoiding representation redundancy and unnecessary change propagation 
or redesigning of objects. A scheme for managing long-running design transactions 
(project transactions) on the pubic database is also presented. Furthermore, hypo­
thetical transactions -  a design transaction that generally aborts -  is supported by 
the scheme. Protocol for upgrading the hypothetical transaction to a regular trans­
action is also provided. 
Composite objects are grouped into object called .Atomic Subtrees. (.AST). El­
ements of an .AST are inter-related and therefore, to maintain consistency of the 
composite objects, operations on the elements of the set have to be atomic. .A pro­
tocol for accessing and manipulating composite objects is also presented. 
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PART V. 
TRANSACTION MANAGEMENT IN DESIGN DATABASES 
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ABSTRACT 
Conventional database systems are not suitable for handling advanced applica­
tions encountered in engineering such as CAD/CAM, CASE, CAE, and VLSI design. 
The databases in such environments, also called design databases, are characterized 
by the presence of large number of complex data objects denoted by a large num­
ber of small tables, as opposed to a few large tables encountered in conventional 
databases. The transaction model used in tracking databases for banking, inventory 
control and other such applications use view-serializability as the correctness criteria. 
While view-serializability is appropriate for tracking databases, it  is unnecessarily re­
strictive for engineering databases. We propose a transaction model that is suitable 
for accessing shared design data based on co serializability. The transaction model 
supports long duration transactions with intermediate commit points. In addition 
to the conventional nested transaction hierarchy, the model allows for co-operation 
between nested design transactions that is needed in a design environment. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Advanced database applications such as those encountered in CAD/CAM, VLSI 
Design, CASE and office automaton require new type of control and management. 
The conventional transaction model proposed for data processing are not adequate 
for these applications. 
In the conventional model, transactions are modeled as atomic actions; the en­
tire transaction commits and the updates are made permanent, or it aborts and the 
effects of the transaction are undone. The intermediate state of the database is not 
visible to other transactions. It is assumed that a transaction, in the absence of con­
currency. takes the database from one consistent state to another consistent state. 
Therefore, conventional transaction systems maintain database integrity by allowing 
only those transaction schedules that are serializable. 
Throughout this paper, we shall refer to the transactions encountered in the 
non-convcntional applications as design transactions. Serializability requirement for 
transaction schedules is too restrictive for design transactions. For example, consider 
the following issues; 
•  The design transactions are often computation intensive and are expensive to 
execute (in terms of resources used). Thus, 'abort-and-retry' procedures used 
in conventional schemes are not economical. 
•  Design projects (and other applications mentioned earlier) often produce 'par­
tial results'  that may be correct (and therefore used later), while the objective 
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of the project itself may not be reached. Under conventional schemes, if the 
project has been under a transaction scheme, the partial results will be dis­
carded if the transaction (project) aborts (fails). Thus, the 'all-or-nothing' 
model required by conventional models are not suitable for design transactions. 
•  While serializability requirements are sufficient condition for database consis­
tency in conventional databases, they are too strong for design environment. In 
a design environment, several design transactions may be active concurrently, 
each attempting to do similar work. Several 'versions' or design alternates may 
i)e developed concurrently, all of which may be used by other design processes. 
Thus, multiple versions of a design object may exist in a design database. Thus, 
in transaction management, version control has to be an integral part of (lie 
system. 
•  The conventional model of atomic transactions are not suitable for modeling 
the co-operation that exist in design environment, where designers (design pro­
cesses) co-operate to produce the final result. 
•  The single request-response interface between the parent and child transactions 
of a nested transaction model is not suitable for modeling the "conversation' 
that may exist between the user (parent) and the application (child) [80]. The 
'conversational interface' is explained further in Section I. 
In this paper, we propose transaction management scheme that incorporates 
version control to maintain database integrity. We propose a nested transaction 
model that provides for: 
1. Conventional parent-child relationship between transactions [(iO). 
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2. Transactions with multiple commit points. 
3. Co-operating transactions with conversation interface. 
(.  Subcontractor transactions that execute concurrently. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present 
the btisic model. In Section 3. we introduce the notion of co-serializable transaction 
schedules and version consistency. In Section 4, we present the transaction model 
with multiple commit points. In Section 5, we present co-operating transactions with 
conversational interface and subcontractor transactions. A summary of commands 
are presented in Section 6. and Section 7 concludes the paper. 
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THE MODEL 
In this section we give a brief description of our model and some basic assump­
tions. The discussion on serializability and correctness is based on [54j. 
Derivation Graph and Design Scheme 
In a design environment, a design object may depend on other design objects. 
For example, an object code of a program depends on the source file. A source file 
itself may use several "include" files which may contain data structures and macro 
definition. The dependency between the design objects can be represented by a di­
rected acyclic graph called a design schcmc. Design objects are denoted by nodes and 
dependencies are denoted by directed arcs. A node O in a design scheme represent 
the class of objects O. In case of revisions, where feedback is used to redefine a data 
object, cycles may be formed due to the resulting dependency. We do not consider 
such feedbacks and assume that all design schemes are acyclic. We also assume that 
several design alternates may exist for the generation of any given design object. 
Tims, a design object may be generated from different sets of objects by different 
design processes. In addition, there may be multiple versions for each design object. 
These assumptions result in a design scheme with multiple alternatives for each de­
sign object. 
In general, it  may not be necessary for designers to know about all possible 
combinations that may lead to the correct design of an object. A correct sequence of 
design steps that will take the set of inputs and generate the final set of outputs is 
sufficient. Tlie dependency graph that shows one such alternative for a set of inputs 
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Figure 1: Design Scheme and a Derivation Graph 
and a set of design objective is called a derivation graph. (See Figure 1). Thus, a 
derivation graph is a subgraph of a design scheme with some of the redundant arcs 
removed. The nodes are explicitly labeled by the object versions involved in the 
actual derivation. We associate a derivation graph with each design transaction. 
Design Objects 
Design objects unlike data encountered in conventional database applications 
such as payroll, inventory control, and banking, are complex objects [51]. Using 
molecular abstraction technique proposed in [11], we decompose each data object 
and their relations into a set of related tables and represent them in a tree-like 
hierarchy of interface specifications, implementation and instances (Figure 2) . The 
specification part of a data object holds the common data that may be shared by 
multiple implementations. All implementations (versions) of a data object inherit the 
parent attributes of the hierarchy tree. Only the version specific details are associated 
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with the implementations. Users can instantiate copies of the implementation of the 
data objects with instance-specific data. 
Interface Hierarchy 
[t] 
& 
Interface 
Implementation 
Version Hierarchy 
Instance 
Instance Hierarchy 
Figure 2: Data Hierarchy of Design Objects 
In addition to the complex objects encountered in a design environment, design 
objects can also be composite -  a data object may be composed of other data ob­
jects -  resulting in a composite object hierarchy. The composite object hierarchy 
and the interface-implementation-instance hierarchy induce dependencies in addition 
to the data dependencies specified by the design schemes. Therefore, to maintain 
consistency of the design objects, database management schemes have to enforce ad­
ditional control [50]. The next section gives a brief description of the database and 
the correctness criteria used in this paper. 
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DATABASE AND CONSISTENCY 
The design data that is shared by the designers is maintained by a central 
database called the public database. Design objects in public database are rela­
tively stable objects and can be used by other designers. Design transactions that 
access the public database chcck-oiil ohiects that are to be written/modified and then 
later check-in the objects. The database manager of the public database controls the 
access to the public datal)ase by design transactions. The sequence of operations 
involved in using the objects in the public database arc discussed in [50). The design 
transactions that access the public database also maintain their own private database. 
When a design transaction Tj is invoked, an environment e n v j  is associated with 
the transaction. Objects checked out of the public database on behalf of a design 
transaction are placed in the private database envj. The objects in cnvj can be 
accessed by the transaction Tj and also by the subtransactions of Tj, depending 
upon the relationship between the parent transaction and the child transactions. 
.Associated with envj is a system-wide unique timestamp iiidj. All objects that 
are created by the design transaction are placed in riwj before they are checked-in 
into the public database. Operations involving the private database are discussed in 
subsequent sections. 
Serializability 
The correctness criteria for conventional database is based on serializabilitij. 
It is assumed that transactions, in the absence of concurrency (and failures), main­
tain database consistency; the transaction lakes the database from one consistent 
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state to another consistent state. Therefore, serializability criteria requires that only 
those transaction schedules that are 'equivalent'  to some serial schedule are accepted. 
While there are several notions of correctness, view serializability is generally accepted 
as the correctness criteria for conventional models. However, the entire class of view 
serializable schedules cannot be recognized efficiently (unless P = NP) [64] and there­
fore schedulers are implemented for a subset of the class known as conjlicl serializable 
schedules. 
In a design environment, serializability requirements are too restrictive [78, 54j. 
Furthermore, the existence of multiple design versions, the long duration of the de­
sign processes and the trial-and-error techniques employed make view serializability 
unattractive. We propose a correctness criteria called co-serializabilily. where a sched­
ule S of transactions in set T = (/j,  .. . ,<» ) is co-serializable, if each transaction 
«T T behaves as if it  is executing atomically. Let T = (/j,/•>, .. . ,/(5 ). Let each transac­
tion 11 read and write the same set of data object 0. Consider the dependency graph 
G. where the nodes denote transactions, and arcs denote dependency such that if 
reads the data value written by tj ,  then we denote the dependency by a directed 
arc from node Ij to node Ij.  riieii if view-serializability is enforced, the dependency 
graph of a schedule would be a graph representing the total ordering of transactions 
in 7 (f 'igure . '{a), while under co-serializability, the schedule would generate a tree 
like dependency graph (Figure :{b). 
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Consistency 
In design databases, the design objects are maintained by a central database. 
Transactions (design applications) access these objects and use them to 'derive' other 
complex objects. Since complex design efforts are often iterative, other transactions 
may read data objects and redefine (refine) them, creating alternate versions. Also, 
transactions using different design principles/techniques may be used concurrently to 
develop alternate versions of which only one may be used in the final design. There­
fore, one can envision a history of versions associated with each object. Since several 
versions exist for each object, during derivation of a complex object, only consistent 
versions of objects need to be used. Informally, internal consistency deals with re­
stricting the set of objects read or used during the derivation of an object [52, 54]. 
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In our model we assume that every transaction reads a non-empty set of data 
objects and writes a non-empty set of data objects. The read-set of a transaction Tj, 
denoted RS(Tj ), is the set of objects that are read by the transaction T,;; the write-set 
of transaction Tj, denoted \VS(Tj), is the set of objects written by the transaction 
(T,). We will now recursively define internal consistency of an object and mutual 
consistency of a pair of objects. Informally, an object is internally consistent if it  is 
in an acceptable state, and has reached that state through a set of acceptable steps, 
whereas any two objects that are internally consistent are mutually consistent if they 
are 'compatible'.  Note that when there are design alternates for each design object, 
all internally consistent objects need not be mutually consistent with each other. .As 
an example, consider the implementation of a VLSI circuit. Many difi 'erent circuits 
may exist for the same functionality. Thus, the routing information and connectivity 
details of a design may be mutually consistent with each other if they correspond to 
the same design alternative, but may not be mutually consistent with those obtained 
by an alternate (but still correct) design. The notions of consistency are formally 
defined below. 
Internal Consistency: If all objects e HS(Tj) are pair wise mutually consistent 
and internally consistent then O'j A \VS(T^) is internally consistent. (.An object j 
written by transaction t^ is denoted 0^.) 
Mutual consistency is defined recursively as follows: 
1. The initial object O® is mutually consistent with every object O'j. 
2. .Any two versions of an object are not mutually consistent: Oj is not mutually 
consistent with Oj,, if k / j .  
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3. If Vv, Vu, u,v G RS(T^ ), v and u are internally consistent and mutually consis­
tent then VVS(Tj) is internally consistent and mutually consistent with u and 
v .  
Version control mechanisms enforce such constraints generally encountered in 
design database applications. None of the existing schemes found in the literature 
([12, 26, 17. 56]) have an automatic version control; they require explicit control in­
formation from the users. This requires the user to keep track of the different versions 
of all the data objects that are being used, placing considerable burden on the user. 
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NESTED DESIGN TRANSACTIONS 
To enhance the degree of concurrency in the system, and to model the co­
operation that exist in a design environment we propose the following: 
•  Use nested transaction model. 
•  Use co-serializabiiity criteria for scheduling the transactions. 
•  Use multiple versions for design objects. 
•  Use subcontractor transactions. 
Nested Transactions 
Nested transactions have been proposed [(>0, 57, 13, 49j to increase the degree of 
concurrency and recovery in long transactions. In this scheme, the top level transac­
tion (root or top-action) contains complex operations which can then be decomposed 
into more primitive operations such as reads and writes. Thus each complex op­
eration in a top-action can be modeled as a subtransaction, wliich in turn can be 
decomposed further into other subtransactions, resulting in a tree-like hierarchy. 
The tree-like hierarchy of transactions and subtransactions allow designers to 
interact in a limited way |8j. designer can request work from another designer 
by creating a subtransaction (child) for the requested work. The requested work, on 
completion (of the child subtransaction), becomes available to the requesting designer 
(parent transaction) and becomes part of the transaction. If the child subtransaction 
aborts, the parent can create another child siibtransaction and wait for the result; 
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the parent transaction need not abort immediately. Concurrency can be increased by 
invoking multiple child transactions in parallel. Database consistency is maintained 
by requiring serializability at every level of the nested hierarchy [13]. If the top-action 
aborts, the effect of all the child subtransactions are undone. Thus, the commit of 
the subtransactions are dependent on the commit of the parent. While the 'all-or-
nothing' approach may be suitable for conventional data-processing applications, it  
is often necessary for a transaction to effect permanent change to parts of a database, 
irrespective of the final outcome of the top-level transaction. A simple example is the 
need for log-file in a transaction system to record the execution traces of transactions. 
The need for transactions to have side effects prompted the designers of the ARGUS 
system !Ô5] to support a nested top-action in which the subtransaction can commit 
independent of the calling top-action. Hence forth, we would refer to such subtrans­
actions as independent subtransactions. In addition, we identify the following reasons 
which necessitate a mechanism for supporting independent subtransactions. 
•  A design transaction may be invoked to design a set of objects. Parts of the de­
sign that are complete and independently consistent need to be made available 
for other designers. 
•  Design projects (hat fail eventually could still generate design oi)jects that may 
be useful (and hence used) in other design efforts. 
•  Design interfaces that are developed may be made available for subsequent 
development. 
•  The effect of a design project may have to be recorded (lor further study, 
accounting etc..) irrespective of the final outcome of the ])roject. 
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The following types of parent-child relationships are supported by our model of 
project transaction. 
1. Conventional nested transaction, with parent-child relationship as proposed in 
[60). The top-action or the root transaction is called the project transaction 
and its children are referred to as subtransactions. The project transaction can 
invoke other applications as subtransactions and has to wait for their termina­
tion. The children inherit the data objects and the locks from their parents and 
on completion, return the new data objects and the locks back to their parents. 
2. A transaction can invoke a child transaction that can commit independently. 
In this case, the commit of the child is not subject to the commit of the parent; 
the subtransaction can commit making permanent changes to the database, 
while the calling transaction itself may fail.  
.-\ conversation subtransaction can be invoked by a parent, where the interface 
between the parent and the child is 'conversational' .  In conventional models, 
the interface between the parent and the child supports a single request (from 
the parent when a request is made) and a single response (from the child when 
the results are returned). Between the calls, the data values are stored for 
recovery purposes. Thus, if the request fails, the data values that existed before 
the call was made persist; whereas if the request succeeds, the data values are 
updated by the parent and the new values are saved. In the case of conversation 
subtransactions, the parent makes a series of recpiests for the responses from the 
same child. For example, a transaction may first select a set of data objects, test 
the data objects (possibly invoking another subtransaction), make changes to 
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the objects, and then save the objects. In this case, it  is assumed that the same 
subtransaction (application) supports both the select and update processes. 
Thus it is possible for a parent transaction to have a series of request-response 
interaction with its child. 
•1. Subcontractor transactions are subtransactions that are invoked by a parent in 
which the subcontractor and the parent can be active concurrently. In conven­
tional models, the calling transaction is blocked until the child subtransacfion 
terminates. In }80j a relationship is proposed where the parent and the child 
can be active concurrently as long as the operations do not conflict with each 
other. In our model, we support a scheme where irrespective of the operations, 
a parent can invoke a subcontractor transaction that proceeds along with the 
parent. In addition, the range of access allowed to the subcontractor transac­
tion can be controlled by the calling parent transaction. Unlike conventional 
model, the data objects produced by the subcontractor transactions are not au­
tomatically inherited by the calling parent. This model is useful for scheduling 
alternate design operations concurrently on the same data objects. 
In the subsequent sections we describe each of the models in detail and show 
their correctness under the framework of the proposed model. 
Multiple Commit Points 
transaction can invoke a child transaction that can commit independently by 
assigning the child transaction its own 'commit sphere'.  Informaly, a commit sphere 
C'Sj is defined as a set of transactions such that if :1 t , '  C'Sj, if t j  commits, then Vtj 
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G C'5j, tj will also commit. In conventional models, the commit sphere contains the 
set of transactions that are involved in the 2-phase commit protocol. When a child 
transaction is assigned its own commit sphere, it  does not inherit any of the parents 
data objects from the parents commit sphere. The child transaction now has to com­
pete with other transactions in the system to acquire locks on the objects that it may 
access. The parent process waits for the termination of the child. However, the locks 
and the data objects acquired by the child process are not returned to (he parent 
after the child process terminates. The child returns the status of the termination 
(success or abort) to the parent. In the case of a failure of the child, the parent can 
attempt to invoke the call again; in case of success of the child, (he parent can use the 
results that are placed in the public database by requesting locks on the data objects. 
Consider the design graph DG for data objects {a,b,c.d} with the dependencies 
shown. The objective of the project transaction is to generate a set of mutually 
consistent design objects {a,b,c,d}. The design effort can produce objects a, b and 
c successfully and may fail to produce object d. The object d can be produced by 
another project transaction during subsequent effort. Therefore, it is necessary to 
save (he design objects a, b and c independent of d (if necessary). This can be 
achieved if (he objects a. 1) and c are designed by child subtransactions that can 
commit independently. 
Correctness 
While the correctness of a (ransactioii with independent commit spheres is easily 
shown in (he case of models proposed in [57] or [80|, it  is not the case in our model. 
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In conventional models, the correctness is maintained by enforcing serializability, and 
requiring the child transaction to behave like a top level transaction. However, in 
our scheme we have multiple versions of the design objects and co-serializability is 
the correctness criteria. Therefore, if the project transaction PTj was invoked on a 
database D, then, irrespective of the outcome of the top level transaction PT^, the 
database has to maintain consistency, even in the presence of independent commit 
subtransactions. Thus, the set of objects that are written by the child transactions 
that commit independently has to be internally consistent and mutually consistent. 
This can be enforced by the following protocol given below. 
Protocol Indcpcndent-Coiiiinit Lei IC.Sj = {it"j , . . . , it?j} be the set of sub-
transactions that can commit independently. Let ICVVS,' = {o |  3 it|/^_ h ICS; and 
it"^. has committed }. Then we require Vn, Vv, v, u t  ICVVS/ —• (u and v are mutu­
ally consistent). 
That is the set of subtransactions which is a subset of ICS,, should commit in the 
order specified by the design graph, and the subtransactions should read version con­
sistent objects from the public database. 
When an it^. •- ICS,- attempts to commit, then its write-set is verified against 
the ICWS/, the set of objects written by transactions that have already committed. 
The objects that are written by the ICS, should be made available to the project 
transaction PT,. To maintain mutual consistency of the objects read and written by 
other parts of the project transaction PT,, when a read is invoked by a subtrans­
action for a data object IC'VV'S,-, i t  is required that they read the versions written 
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by transactions in ICSj. In addition, if PTj has to commit, it  is necessary for parts 
of PTj- not in ICS,- to write objects that are version consistent with the subtrans­
actions that have already committed. Therefore, based on the definition of mutual 
consistency, we require that objects written by the transactions PTj to be mutually 
consistent with ICWS/. That is, VVS(PT,) fl ICVVS/ -  0. 
While this requirement may appear to be too rigid, it  is necessary. Let O 
€ IC'VVS,- and VVS(PTy). There arc two cases to consider: (1) 0 is written by a 
subtransaction in PT^ before a subtransaction itp P ICS, attempts to write another 
version of it ,  and (2) a subtransaction of PT, attempts to write O after it has been 
written by it^ € ICS,. In case (1), the conventional model would result in a deadlock 
as the transaction PT, would not have released the VV lock on the object and it^ 
would wait for the VV lock to be released by PT,. Therefore, the transaction has 
to be aborted without generating the object 0. In case (2), the conventional model 
can request a VV lock on object O and may attempt to write a new version of the 
object. However, in our model we assume that a transaction generates only one set 
of consistent objects. If the object which has already been released to the public 
database by it^ is rewritten by same project transaction PT,, in effect two versions 
of the same object are generated resulting in version inconsistencies. Therefore, it  is 
disallowed. 
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COOPERATING AND SUBCONTRACTOR TRANSACTIONS 
In conventional nested transactional model, the subtransactions are atomic with 
respect to their siblings. That is, if t jj  and t^o are the child transactions of a sub-
transaction t | ,  then t,-^ and tjO are atomic with respect to each other- tjj  precedes 
or succeeds t,-) in the execution history of ty. However, in design environment, a top 
level transaction may require partial results from one of its subtransactions which 
may then be used to determine the course of subsequent actions .  The partial results 
may be passed on to other subtransactions or the result may form the basis of the 
next request to the subtransaction. In other words, the subtransactions cooperate by 
conversing with each other. 
Another scenario involves a subtransaction that may request multiple subtrans­
actions to perform similar tasks. . \  transaction (client) may request several sub-
transactions (subcontractors) to perform a task and eventually select only one of the 
outputs of the subtransaction. The set of outputs that are finally selected by the 
client may be determined by some selection constraint(s): the first to complete or 
the least expensive or the one that satisfies the most constraints. In conventional 
model, this involves sequential execution of the child subtransactions or a renam­
ing convention to avoid overwriting or lock conflicts. In addition, the access of the 
subtransactions are not controlled by the parent subtransaction. However, in design 
environment subcontractors are often requested to perform certain tasks, independent 
of the siblings, with restrictions on the access. This is modeled by (he subcontractor 
transaction model. The two models are discussed next. 
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Conversation Interface 
In conventional applications, a transaction (we shall refer to the invoking trans­
action as the user transaction) invokes another subtransaction (we shall refer to it as 
the application) with a request. The request is carried out by the application and 
the result is returned. The states are saved by the user transaction before the call is 
made and after the call is complete. In case the call fails and the application returns 
a failure, the state information saved is used for restoration. This model is called 
the single-request model. The intermediate states generated during the execution 
of the request are not saved by the user transaction. Thus, in the case of failure 
of the application, the user transaction is unaflected by the failure and the call can 
be retried. .Also, the effect of the application is perceived by the user transaction 
to be atomic. However, in design databases, it may be necessary for applications 
to communicate with the user transaction. There may be multiple request-res;)onse 
sequences between the user transaction and the application transactions. The user 
transaction may be able to observe intermediate effects of the application. 
Consider the following example. A user transaction can invoke an a|)plication to 
do the following: 
User-request: selects all flip-flop gates 
.Application-reply: (gate-1... .  ,gate-n) 
1'ser-request: update gate-i. . .  .  
.Application-reply: Yes 
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In such cases, the intermediate states generated are visible after each response. 
During the request-response sequences, the intermediate states generated are not 
saved. The results returned by the application transactions can now be used by the 
user transaction either locally or passed to another application (invoked by the user). 
This allows for sharing of design objects that are not complete or consistent in some 
sense and hence may not be made available globally. In the example discussed above, 
the gate-i, which may not be complete now (due to the updates made) may be made 
available to another application, such as a design-rule-checker, to test for correctness. 
Or alternatively, the user application could, by using another application design a 
modified version of gate-i and replace the old version with the new version of gate-i. 
Recovery and Backout Sphere 
In case of failure of a transaction, the system state has to be restored to main­
tain the database consistency. In nested transaction models proposed earlier (e.g., 
[()0. 67'), in case of failure of a subtransaction, the subtree rooted at that subtrans­
action has to be aborted and the system has to be restored to the state that existed 
before the invocation of the subtransaction. We shall now define a term hackoxd 
sphere which was introduced in [80]. 
.A backout sphere hs is the smallest set of connected transactions belonging to 
the transaction hierarchy such that if any member tj  P /w fails, then all transactions 
'E /w have to be aborted to restore consistency. Note that in conventional models, if 
a parent transaction fails, then the child transaction also fails even if (he child does 
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Figure 4: Backout Spheres 
not belong to the same backout sphere as the parent. 
If the parent-child interface is a single request-response type, as in the case of 
conventional nested transeictions, the states are saved before and after the requests, 
and the subtransaction itself is atomic with respect to the invoking user transaction. 
Let tj- be a user transaction and tjj be a subtransaction of tj. If the subtransaction 
tjj- fails, the state information saved before the invocation is used to recover and the 
request may be retried. The parent transaction t, itself is unaffected. Therefore, the 
backout spheres in such a hierarchy are singleton sets of the subtransactions. Figure 
4 shows the backout spheres of a nested transaction. 
In the case of conversational interface between the parent and the child, due to 
exchange of data values between the child subtransactions and the parent transac-
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lions, the intermediate states between the exchanges are not saved. In case of a failure 
of a child, the parent transaction has to abort as well because the state before the 
failure cannot be recreated by the parent or the failed child transaction alone. This 
is similar to the cascaded rollback scenario encountered in communicating processes 
discussed in [66] where a failure of a process may result in rollback of all processes 
that were communicating with each other. 
Due to the cost involved in the saving of all intermediate states generated during 
the execution of cooperating transactions and the processing involved in computing 
valid recovery lines, the solution proposed in [66] is not applicable in our model. 
Furthermore, failure of a request to a subtransaction t  - might require abortion of the 
entire transaction whose results might be used by other subtransactions that are still 
active. In this case, aborting transaction /,  requires aborting all other transactions 
that would have accessed the partial results generated by f^. Thus the set of con­
nected transactions in the nested hierarchy with conversational interface should all 
belong to the same backout sphere. .Also, unlike the model proposed in [80], where a 
subtransaction tj with conversation interface could commit independent of the calling 
transaction T, we do not allow the child transactions with conversation interface to 
commit independently. 
Implementation 
Let T be a transaction which is the root of the subtree that has conversational 
interface with its children. Let /y be a subtransaction of T and (jj a subi ransaction 
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of tj .  Let (\v;x;..z) be the sequence of request-responses observed at the interface of 
T. Then we assume that under total sharing of data objects, the system will maintain 
consistency if each request is executed atomically while the state information is not 
retained between the requests. 
Let be the sequence of request-responses generated due to request x by 
some transaction tj to which the request .v was directed. Let the maximum nesting of 
transactions with conversational interface be n such that request .cj o. is a single 
request. Tiien to maintain consistency, we require that the requests in the hierarchy 
are serializable in the order generated by the lexicographic ordering of the strings 
using the ordering :  (j-j ;  •'•1.2...) This can be ensured either i)y attaching a 
timestamp with each request to the subtransaction such that the access to the data 
objects are serializable in the order of the timestamps or by using locking. In case 
of locking, we require that the subtransactions use two-phase locking during each 
interaction, (i.e. between each request-response). Furthermore, local variables have 
to be discarded between the calls. It can be shown that if the set of transactions 
belonging to a nested tree with conversational interface follow the protocol discussed 
above, they maintain correctness. 
When a |)arent transaction T decides to invoke a child transaction /[ with a 
conversational interface, it passes to the child transaction its environment that has 
been created when the transaction T was created, if T itself had l)een called by 
another transaction TT with a conversational interface, then it would have inherited 
I he environment of TT which is passed to / | .  When transaction T makes a request 
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(n;u-icl) to / j ,  the set of objects accessed are restricted to be compatible using the 
protocol discussed earlier. The data objects accessed are placed in the environment 
along with the locks with the unique identifier (u-id), associated with the call.  The 
transaction completes the call and when the call is returned, the objects acquired 
and the locks are left in the environment. The calls are synchronous in that the 
calling transaction is blocked and waits for the call to be complete. Once the call a 
is complete, the set of objects that are accessed are left in the environment, and tiie 
parent inherits the objects and the locks obtained due to the execution of the call d. 
The transaction T can now use the objects (and the locks) generated by /j  and 
can issue another call 6 to / j .  Between the calls u and 6, the application does not 
retain any state; the state information that may be used and saved during tlie execu­
tion of call (I arc lost, and may have to be regenerated from the environment. Thus, 
the application should not have any local variables that may be saved between calls 
or should use functions to compute state values. 
Al l  Example; Let T be a design transaction that uses two other subtransac­
tions / |  and (•) '  both with conversational interfaces. Let / j  be a transaction that is 
used to design an interface for a VLSI gate and /•) be a transaction that is used to 
interactively test the design rules of a gate. Let T invoke a on /j  where a results in 
the generation of an interface iji .  .After execution of a. the design is returned to the 
calling transaction T which then invokes c on with <ji as a parameter. The sub-
transaction t-) may then test interface iji  for correctness and may report the validity 
of the design to I.  The transaction T may then choose to correct/improve on the 
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design of gi and then return the object gi to (g to further improve or complete the 
design by invoking a call b. During the execution of the call b in transaction to, all 
local variables including the data object have to be reevaluated; those that are used 
during the execution of the call a are lost once the call is returned. 
Now we introduce the following algorithm for generating b.ackout spheres in a 
nested transaction model for generating backout spheres. 
Algorithm: 
Notation: Let the top level transaction be denoted as tj .  Denote the children of t j  
as tjj .tjo tj,j .  The i\lh child of sub-transaction ijj is denoted as </j„. 
Input: TS. a set of subtransactions of t[.  
Output: Sets of transactions grouped into backout spheres. 
begin 
index 1; 
bsi {tj}: 
while (TS % 0) 
begin 
• t ,- •:  
i i j j  ' r  TS, if ty is the parent of t,-^- and t^ has conversation interface with 
'v 
begin 
TS TS - {t- } 
end 
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index := index + 1; 
Select tj; from TS such that i is the smallest subscript; 
^^^index " {^'}' 
end 
end 
Note that if tsj is the set of subtransactions of a nested transaction Ty, then 
there exists a unique maximal partition of tsj into backout spheres. This follows from 
the construction algorithm presented above. 
Sjihcontractor Transactions 
In a design environment, a user may require the help of other entities that 
may act as independent entities. Often, a task may be assigned to a subcontractor 
who may have restricted access to the data objects. Several subcontractors may be 
assigned the same task and only some of the results may be eventually accepted 
by the client. In this case, all subcontractors may be concurrently active, generat­
ing similar data objects. This can be modeled by a parent-child relationship called 
client-subcontractor model. In this model, the parent transaction (client) invokes sub-
transactions tj  (subcontractor) with a request (re(|),  an environment variable envj, 
and a set of constraints C'j called the commit constraints. The environment enrj pro­
vides the subcontractor with a set of capabilities to access data objects. In addition, 
the set of starting values that may l)e used by the subcontractor transaction is also 
placed in cnvj. The subcontractor is concurrently active with the calling client. Thus 
several subcontractors can he active at the same time. The locks obtained by the 
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subcontractor transactions are local and do not conflict with the locks of the parent 
(client) or other subcontractor transactions. 
Thus, in this model, it  is possible for a set of processes to access a set of design 
objects and hold locks in conflicting mode. When the subcontractor terminates, it  
returns the env to the calling client which can then accept the result or reject the 
result. If the results in an euv^ are accepted (by verifying against the commit con­
straint C'y), then the objects generated by the subcontractor are placed in the parents 
environment; else they are discarded. The minimum requirement of the commit con­
straint Cj is the internal consistency requirements for objects in cnvj and mutual 
c o n s i s t e n c y  o f  o b j e c t s  i n  t h e  p a r e n t s  c u v  a n d  e n v j .  
If the client transaction terminates (aborts or commits) before the subcontractor 
completes its call,  the results of the subcontractor are discarded. The subcontractor 
transaction /y can in turn have other subtransactions with one of the three parent-
child relationships discussed earlier (except independent commit); I  he environment 
of the child transactions will now be based on t 'Jii ' j .  
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OPERATIONS 
In this section we give a brief summary of the operations that are allowed within 
a design transaction. We assume that a unique identifier is associated with every 
transaction. The identifier is a function of time and can be used for implement­
ing static ordering of accesses to data items as proposed in [67]. Also, associated 
with every top-level design transaction is a design graph (r/y), which denoted the 
data dependency constraints that are explicitly denoted and hence verified by the 
system. A process can begin a top-level transaction by using the command: begin-
transaction(uid, dg), where uid is the identifier associated with the process/transaction 
and dg is the design graph. When a transaction is initiated, an environment (private 
database) cuv is associated with it.  The objects that are checked-out of the public 
database by the transaction are placed in the evv. When the transaction commits, 
the objects in cnv are checked-in, subject to the correctness criteria enforced by the 
public database. A top-level transaction (root) can create subtransactions by the 
call n/ = create-child(<rnI',  request). The call returns an iil ,  the identifier for the sub-
transaction. The call takes two parameters: (I) an environment, and (2) the name 
of the request along with the parameters. By varying the environment, the differ­
ent parent-child relationships discussed earlier are possible. They are now presented 
below. 
1. create-chlld(I\IEW, REQ(params)): The keyword ' .NEW' assigns a new environ­
ment but with the same design graph as the calling transaction. The new 
environment, inherits all the attributes from the calling environment. When 
the child transaction commits, the call returns with the non-null value for the 
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id, and the child transactions environment is accessible through the return id. 
The calling transaction can now access the objects in the child transactions 
environment and if the design is acceptable, add the result to its environment 
by incorporating the design by the call inc(/(/). The call inc(id) updates the 
local environment with the objects from the environment associated with the 
identifier id. The child transaction created in this mode behaves similar to the 
child transaction suggested in [60]. 
2. create-child(OWI\l, REQ(params)): A child transaction created in this mode has 
its own commit sphere and can therefore commit independently. It does not 
inherit any objects from its parent transaction. .\  new environment is created 
with the same design graph as the parent and the recpiest 'REQ' is executed 
in the environment. When the child commits successfully, the objects in its 
environment are checked-in into the public database. 
.'i .  create-child(SELF, REQ(param)): A child transaction with conversational inter­
face can be invoked by this call.  .Application (subtransaction) named REQ is 
invoked with params" as parameters. The call returns immediately after the 
application is initiated with the ' id'  that identifies the application. Subsequent 
requests to the application can be made through; ' id.request-uame(params)'.  
The call is executed and the child inherits the environment of the parent and 
makes permanent changes to it.  Note that in this scheme, the child does not 
have an explicit environment (private database) and uses the parents environ­
ment. Therefore, no explicit inc() operation is necessary at the end of the 
rail.  
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4. create-child(enVj, R E Q {params)): A subcontractor child transaction can be in­
voked by creating an explicit environment eiivj and then assigning it to the ap­
plication 'REQ'. An environment can be created by the call new-env(capability, 
dg) which returns an environment eiiv^. The 'capability' is the access privilege 
that is assigned to the environment; the access of the subcontractor can be 
controlled by suitable specification. The design graph </<; can be a sub-graph 
of the parents design graph. The parent can also place starting values of data 
items in the environment created so that the values can be used by the subcon­
tractor transaction. The subcontractor transactions run concurrently with the 
calling client transaction. The client transaction can wait for a subcontractor 
child by a wait(id) call. Once the subcontractor terminates successfully, the 
results are available for the parent to incorporate into its database. The parent 
transaction, can however commit without waiting for the subcontractor child 
transaction. In that case, the environment associated with the subcontractor 
is discarded. \  subcontractor transaction cannot invoke a subtransaction that 
can commit independently. 
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CONCLUSION 
In this paper we propose a model for design transactions that extend the conven­
tional parent-child relationship in nested transaction models proposed earlier. The 
following concepts are proposed. First, multiple commit points allow for side effects 
and reduce the cost of transaction failures. Second, conversation between design 
transactions allow cooperation between design processes. Third, a subcontractor 
transactions that capture effect of concurrent design alternates. A correctness crite­
ria and control mechanism for implementing the different models are also presented. 
These models are appropriate and necessary for design transactions, and are more 
general than those that have been proposed earlier. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
In this dissertation, \vc first identify the issncs that are encountered in applying 
the conventional database and transaction model to design databases. We maintain 
that the problems arc mainly due to (1) the nature of the complex data encountered 
in design applications, and (2) the long duration design transactions. In addition, 
the nature of the design environment itself poses some problems. 
We present two models of design transactions: uniform transaction model and 
non-uniform transaction model. We show that existing version/revision control mech­
anisms such as make in the Unix system, do not adequately support the scenario we 
present under the two models. In addition to the conventional notion of consistency 
based on serializability additional controls are needed. 
We formally present the notion of version compatibility. Acyclic design schemes 
with a unique source (base object) and a unique sink (final object) can be modeled I)y 
the uniform transaction model. In this model, write sels of transactions are unicpie. 
. \s an example, the set of VLSI C'.AD tools can be modeled as a uniform transaction 
model. When several design alternatives are available for each phase of the design, 
resulting in set of versions for each object type, coherent schedules maintain version 
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consistency. This can be used as the correctness criterion in situations discussed, in 
the place of view serializability which has been used in conventional databases. 
In the non-uniform model, acyclic design schemes can have multiple sources and 
sinks; the write sets of the diflcrent transactions are non-empty. In this scheme, we 
show that determination of the set of transactions, and hence the schedule to derive 
non-redundant set of derived objects is NP-hard. We also show how internal consis­
tency and mutual consistency of design objects can be used as correctness criteria 
for maintaining consistency of multiple versions of design objects. We also present 
a mechanism for maintaining on-line version control which can be used to generate 
correct schedules in the presence of concurrent design transactions. The proposed 
version control scheme is modular and can be implemented efficiently, independent 
of the concurrency control scheme. However, we show the limitation of the model 
when data objects are not stratified into several levels of abstraction. .A change ap­
plied to a data object results in a creation of a new version of the object, and this 
may necessitate redesign of all other objects that depend on the original data object. 
Thus additional modeling concepts are necessary to model design data. 
Modeling concepts for complex objects, such as representation schemes for stor­
ing data associated with design objects are presented in Part .'5. We use examples 
from VLSI and electronic circuits to illustrate the concepts. By stratifying design 
data into a hierarchy of interfaces and implementation, we allow for concurrent ac­
cess to different parts of the data, while avoiding representation redundancy and 
unnecessary change propagation or redesigning of objects. We propose the concepts 
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of parametric versions that facilitates the reusability of a set of design objects - the 
parametric versions/ interfaces to obtain several versions or instances of the object 
type but with significantly different characteristics. We also propose the concept of 
conditional instantiation which can be used to maintain integrity even in the presence 
of changes in object versions. 
A scheme for managing long-running design transactions (project transactions) 
on the public database is presented in Part 4. Furthermore, hypothetical transactions 
-  a design transaction that generally aborts -  is supported by the scheme. Protocol 
for upgrading the hypothetical transaction to a regular transaction is also provided. 
Composite objects are grouped into objects called .Atomic Subtrees (.AST). El­
ements of an AST are inter-related and therefore, to maintain consistency of the 
composite objects, operations on the elements of the set have to be atomic. A pro­
tocol for accessing and manipulating composite objects is also presented. 
The different models presented for controlling a design transaction into a tree­
like hierarchy of subtransactions with possibly multiple commit points, and different 
recovery spheres allow for structuring design processes to reduce rollback. Further­
more, the conversational interface allows for interaction between subtransactions. 
The models presented encompass the conventional parent-child relationship found in 
;(i7. fiol. 
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FUTURE WORK 
The model presented here can be supplemented by providing the following. In 
addition to the set of primitive operations suggested for data manipulation, a query 
language capable of supporting complex operations need to be developed to support 
the model. 
Suitability of other data models could be explored for adapting it to support 
complex objects. Object-oriented approaches, as already pointed out, are becoming 
increasingly popular. Once a formal framework and notions .ire estal)lished, they 
could easily supplant the data model used here. One of the serious drawbacks of the 
E-R model used here, for storing complex data, is the large number of tables (re­
lations) and the joins that need to be performed to extract the complex attributes. 
Some extensions to the E-R model along the lines of NF" approaches may be pro­
vided to alleviate the problem. 
The third issue that could be addressed is the change-propagation in case of 
design changes. We show that due to the ai)straction hierarchy, the need for change-
propagation is considerably reduced. In addition, parametric and conditional instan­
tiations also obviate the need for propagating change in most cases. However, there 
are still situations in which the dependent objects have to be redesigned. While 
several alternatives have been suggested in literature, we do not attempt to discuss 
them here. 
.An important consideration that has not been addressed so far in this work is 
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data security. The public database that is the repository of design data is shared 
by all 'designers'.  In addition, the data in the database has considerable commercial 
value. Thus security of the data from intensional and unintensional corruption or mis­
use lias to be prevented. This is a significant problem when our client-subcontractor 
model supports even users outside the realm of the local network. While a security 
model based on object identifier is implicitly available due to the consistency con­
trol mechanism, it is evident that a sucurity mechanism has to be developed for the 
proposed model. .A mechanism for controlling the interaction between design transac­
tions have been suggested in j'i  l j ,  where access control forms the basis of cooperation 
between designers. .As object-oriented systems become wide spread, issues related to 
data security as applied to object-oriented paradigm will be addressed and solved 
iTôj. Future work in this area will address issues discussed above. 
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